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ABSTRACT
Modem computer-aided vision motion systems provide a computerized and fuily integrated
tool kit for biomechanical measurement and analysis. These tools are 'Jseful for evaiU:lcion
of problems. prescription of treatment and evaluation of such treatmC!lL Many of these
iYSlems use reflective markers placed on key anatomical siles of the body to detect accunlle
three-dimensional spatial positions oflhe limbs being measured. While these sY5lem~ ease
amomated dara gathering, there are issues. such as !.he correspondence between an obser....ed
larget and an established track, that require significant human intervention when markers
disappear from view for shan periods of time. When the system loses SIght of a marker. it
has no way of knowing where thaI marker will reappear and the track becomes broken or
disjointed. Once the missing marker comes back into view. many current systems do not
easily establish an association between the marker and its original track.
In lhis thesis a solution to the problem of making correspondence between markers and tlJeir
track ltistories was designed and tested. This solution also provided the capability of
predicting the path of markers when tlJey were out of view of the cameras. To test the
algorithm Ehree different repetitive motions were tracked using the Flock of Birds
measurement system.
TIle solution used a three-state Ka!man fiherro predin rnari.:er loc'lIions. The Kalma.1 filler
was coupled with constraints to determine matches between tracks and their corresponding
marker positions. These constraints modelled a Region of Accc:ptanee (RCA). diStance from
the centcr of the RCA to the last known position ora mmer. and velocity maU:hing.
The Kalman predictOt" algorithm. because it is linear in nalun::, was able to predict me motion
accurately while then:: was no change in acceleration. However, the Kalman predIctor,
coupled with the constraints. was useful in predicting and matching markers over a longer
(100-500% longer) missing interval than the test case.
To improve the prediction and matching capabilities of the Kalman predictor algorithm a
physic::Li motion model. that considers angular rotations at joints. was developed. The model
is named the angular component modeL This algorithm used an estimated or pre-measured
motion moddlO check me location of the K.alman predictor. If the jlI'ediction did not match
the model (within cenain error bounds). it was corrected by the model algorithm using a
calculation process that estimated the location of the marker based on its model. The
addition of this algorithm to the Kalman prediction algorithm improVed the prediction and
matching capabilities. The matching wotked well over the length of a 2 second gap (the
longest used in testing) and the prediction oCme marker path was excellent. The use of this
model with the available traek.ing algorithms used in gait analysis will help in preventing the
problem of disappeariog markers in computer vision systems.
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CHAPTER!
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Human walking is the process of locomotion in which the creel. moving body is mainly
supponed first by one leg and [hen the alher. Knowledge 01 the mechanic3.1 :md
physiological mechanisms of human walking has been advanced hy methods of gait analysis.
Much aCme recent gail analysis is being done in labor,lIories. Advances in electronics and
usc of new materials have improved lhe precision and reliability of detection and recording
procedures. High speed film and recording techniques have enabled visualiz.ation of subtle
events mal were previously invisible to the examiner. Computer technology has provided
the means [Q process more digilal information at faster rates for [ower c.::lsts. II is now
possible 10 sample anaJog data at higher rates. use more sophisticau:d filltring and smoothing
techniques and 10 sample more variables simultaneously.
Gait laboratories contain the necessary inslIUmentation to visualize and quantify the
parameters used to describe walking. Modem c:ompuler-aided vision motion syStems
provide a computerized and fully integr.ued tool kit for biomec:.hanic:al measun:mcnt and
analysis for quantifying and analyzing normal and pathological patlems of locomotion.
evaluation of problems. ~plion of u-eatrnent and evaluation of'iuch u-e<ltment. Mosl of
these sYSlC:ms use rdleclive markers placed on key analomical siles 10 detect accurate three-
dimensional spatial positions of the limbs being measured. Three-dimensional l1'\()(ioo
models can be created using this positional dat<l.
The study of gait <ltld other body motions using these modem l<lboratories has obvious
economic and patient comfol'l benefits associated with il. The motion analysis syStem can
help physicians to plan studies for new treatments, to quantify how effective current
lI'elItments (before and after measurements) are thereby enabling patients to recover quickly
and thus lowering the patient's hospilal slay and all related COSIS (Ariel Web Page. 19%·
Appendix D). II also reintroduces a healthier individual into society. The motion analysis
sYSlem can measure and analyze Ihe intricale movements of <lthletes <It\d provide coaches
with visual aids to help in the improvement of athletic performance and decrease dangerous
movementS. This is of "'dvantage 10 the athletes. their trainers. OItld the people lhey are
competing for. especially when it can be accomplished with lower risk to the athletes (Ariel
Web Page, 1996). 1be assessment of compensation claims would help reduce false claims
by making a true assessment of dam",ge. Applications in product testing and assessment
before marketing wiIJ reduce potential claims against mOltlufacturing companies.
1.2 Objectives of Study
In this lhcsis. the srudy and work was concenlIalCCl on the motion analysis component using
a computer vision system. While these systems eased automated data gathering, there ......ere
issues. such as me correspondence between an obser.-ed target and an cslablished track. that
requiR: significant human intervention when mark.ers disappeared from view for shan
periods of time. When Ihe system lost sight ofa marker. II had no way of knowing where
that marker would reappear and the track became broken or disjointed.
The first objective of this study was to provide a robust solution to the problem of
establishing correspondence be:tween markers and their lI'ack. histories using data obtained
from multi<amelOl computer vision systems. when the marKt':rs disappear from the view of
the cameras. The second objective was to predict accurately the motion of the markers when
they were nO( in the view of the cameras. To accomplish this. wort was done to simplify and
compn:hend the mechanics of human motion from related earlier theoretical developmems
and modify them to be suitable fOf" motion rr.u:king and subsequent analysis. This included
undel'Slanding the intricacies of walking, the laboratory equipment and software used to
measure gait, and identification of possible lopics for research,
1.3 Contents of Thesis
This thesis includes five chapters. Besides the introductory first chapter. Chapter 2 of the
thesis provides a literature review concerning the st:lte of the art of gait analysis and a
critique of the !echniques used and assumptions made. Chapter 3 outlines the necessary
theory required foc the study. Chapter ~ descnbes the experimental procedures used to leSt
the diffe~nt cOlIlp:mentS of the software developed for the pUl"pO'ie and discuss the resultS
provided by the testS. Finally. Chapter 5 highlightS the salient findings of thiS Sludy :1fld
makes recommendations for futu~ worte: in this area.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
A modem. fully iunctional Gait Laborator:-' uses instrumentation (0 record data un lhe
patient's walking panem. A multi-camera video system, l1oor-conlained pressure plates. :lIld
special equipment to determine actiVIty within the muscular ~yslem are connecled 10 an
advanced compmcr system with vision capabilities to help document. visualize and analyze
the body's motion.
As the patient walks in !.he laborarory. the inslJUments record and relay information to a
computer. The data is then collected and analyzed to help pnysicians determine the type of
surgery. braces. therapy or oUier co=th'c measu~s that will heip the patient walk more
effectively. Testing is mostly non-invasive (i.e., done without pun;:ruring the skin;. using
cameras and specialized instruments. These instruments and procedures pro"'ide a complete
analysis of the gait pattern. prmiding information that may be overlooked by the naked eye
of even the most trained professional.
During the gait analysis study, the patient is asked to demonslI'ate his or her walhng
movements in the laboralory. the patient will be: examined with and wilhoul differenl brxes
or assistive devices (such as crutches or walkc:nl. computen will record all necessary data
while: the patienl completes the walk on a specially ddignc:d floor plan. The actuill Walking
ponion of the study takes less lhan 20 minutes.
As was swed in the introduction. the: problem of camera-aided vi5ion systems losing sighl
of markers due to variou5 reasons such as body l"OI:alions and Ob5lruClions i5 J. serious one.
Mati (Personal Correspondence: (Appendix A). Mah. (996) staled thaI there: was no complele
way 10 rectify lhe problem, since any melhad which was u5Cd involved construcling
e5timaleS of missing daLa. It was suggested Ihal. especially for highly pathological gail, clever
mclhods to replace missing dala were: nOI worth d1c effort and ofien made mailers worse:. II
was also suggested Ihat the only defense against this problem was 10 eliminate. but in case
that was not possible, 10 reduce the seriousness of the problem by reducing the size of tho:
g3pS. The best way (0 reduce the size of the gaps is 10 add ex!I'J. c:uneras to proVIde
redundancy in the c:uneras viewing the markers. Unfortunately. in many cases. no mailer
bow many cameras are added. a few gaps will occur. Also, the addition of extta cameras
[UJ.uires significant increases in COStS of bod1 bard~ and software. So software solutions
arc: needed for filling gaps (pced.icting markc:r motion and connecting di5jointed marleen),
especially when using fewer cameras.
This chapter describes variOWi lechniques and instruments used for measuring motion and
will summarize state: of lbc an commercial systems. It briefly outlines some: aigorittuns used
for three-dimenjional reconSL'1K:tion trom camera irnages ,2DI. u-aeking markers in 3D
space. predicting marker motion. and models at motion used :0 anal~"Z': galt
2.1 Measurement of Motion
Kinematic analysis of gait requires measurement of displacements ot the body segments
during the walking cyck. Toe measurement techniquei can be jubdi\'ided inw direct
measuremem techniques and imaging me3:iurement t~hniques. Exampks ot direct
measuremen1 s~"'Stems include goniometers. accelerometers. resistive grid walkways and loot
switches. The di=t measurement techniques are adequate for many applkauons but can be
cumbersome to use. especially with they have to be mtaehed to the patient'. body and while
they are inexpensive compared to the motion analysis !>~stems. the inionnmion produced is
often lacking in detail (0·Ma1lay. 1993. Bidenet aI. 19901
£lurrogoniomerf)~ .-II. goniometer is a device auached 10 the subject and measures the angle
orientation between two limb segments. The standard device uses a potentiometer that
conveltS changes in rotary motion to a proponiOnai elecuical output. They~ inexpensive.
and the output voltage may be processed in real-time (O'Mailay. !993). One problem is that
the device is difficult to fit to the body segment and constrains the mo\'ementofthe parient's
body. The output is unreliable and is relative angular data and not absolute values. Another
problem is ttading more lhan one rotation per joint. There are some modified versions of
these that allow for motion to occur outside the plane of measu!~ment. Strain gauges and
fibre optics are used as aJtemali\'eS for potentiometers" Strain gauges are sensiti\"e to
deformation and can be designed to record motion in t.....o planes simultaneously without
additional attachments. Despite: the problems. it is a useful tool for providing joint
displacement data quickly (Smidt. 1990).
Accelerometry: Accelerometers on limbs can be used to measure normal and tangential
components of acceleration. The OUtpUl is available in rea.! time but the acceleration signal
is relati\·e to the position of the accelerometeton the limb. The .....iring of the accelerometer
can also constrnin the movement of the subject (O·M:all:lY. 1993. Smidt. 199()).
Resisrivt: Grid Pathway and FOOl Swirches: The resistive: grid is placed in the tloor of the
walkway upon wruch the patient will tread. The foot switches are placed on the soles of the
person's feet. The oUlput is available in real time but it only gives information when the lOOt
is in contact with the ground; therefore many joint mo\·ements cannot be measured.
Imaging techniques overcome the difficulties encountered by direct measurement techniques.
These techniques include photographic. cinefLIm and video or other electronic techniques.
These techniques are used to calculate the position and orientation of each body segment to
reconstruct the movements that look place. Also. measurements can be made in two or three
dimensions.
Photographs: Photograpruc records of gait can be obtained using interrupled light 10 identify
points in the body. There are many different interrupte<1lighl techniques. Two of the more
common ones are: (i) a camera with an open lens and a TOlaling slotled shutler. lighted by
flood lights. which exposes the film briefly at specific inler.·aJs to record the position of the
marker: and (Ii) use of a strobe instead of a flood light and rotating shuner. Both these
techniques can demonstrate serial changes in limb position at precise intervals (Sutherland
eta1. 1988).
Measurements on stride dimensions can be made using time and distance parameters of
successive gait cycles and sagittal plane motion can be visuahzed or measured manually from
the phOlOgraphs. The advantage of photographs is that they are relatively ine:<pensive and
cause minimal encumbrance to the subject. The disadvantages are that they are not usef,"l
for tracking in three dimensions and convening 10 digital data for further processing is time
consuming and nearly impossible because there are several images of the walking sequence
in one photograph.
Film and Video Techniques; These two techniques can capture a separate image of the
subject during each successive time segment of the walking cycle. AJso, these lechniques
can increase the amount of samples, which in tum enables the examiner 10 view and
reproduce movements that occur quickly. However. it also increases data processing.
Normal walkiDg alone requires about SO to 60 pictures per second while running requires up
to 200 pictures per second (Sutherland et ai, 1988, O'Ma1lay, 1993, Smidt, 1990).
Both of these techniques track markers placed in strategic locations of the subject's frame.
For three-dimensional reconstruction the markers must be seen by at least two cameras.
Multiple cameras. four to six. are used to record different views of the walking subject.
Positioning of the maricers is critical because serious errors can occur due to improper maricer
placement. While the use of markers is one of the better techniques to uaek motion there are
some problems. Problems occur when trying to attach surface markers over certain joints
such as the hips. This can be taken care of by using other markers at known anatomical
locations 10 delennine the motion of another. Moreover, knee mOlion is difficult to track
because the axis of rotation changes during the movement. Another problem is movement
of skin and underlying soft tissue. Some examples of this problem are: first, if a marker is
placed on the knee when the subject is silting, the marker will move forward when the
subject stands: and second, thigh markers may oscillate as the subject walks because of the
movement of the underlying tissue, £I should be noted th:n the marker placement must be
reliable to be useful for repeated testing.
An advantage of video techniques over film techniques is the aUlomated 3D systems. These
systems eliminate the need for processing film and since the signal is already electronic and
projected on a 2D grid. the X-Y coordinates are already known. Conventional systems can
scan between 50-60 cycles per second. There are twO rypes of marker schemes used in these
systems. Erst. passive markers an: made up of a highly reflective material and are traCked
by shining an infrared or bright light sowee on them. These markers oflen can be seen as an
array of markers that are attached to track the motion of limb segments. Color coded prisms
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around the world. The significant companies include VICON (VICON Web Page. 1996).
Ariel Dynamics. Inc. (Ariel Web Page. (996). Peak Performance Analysis (Peak
Performance Web Page. 19%). Qualysis (Personal Correspondence. Johnsson. 1996). Elite
(BTS Web Page. i996). MOlion Analysis Corporation (Personal Correspondence. Greaves
1996) and OPTOTRAK (Northern Digital Web Page. 1996). These companies provide
hardware consisting of either off-the-shelf products or their own proprietary systems. Each
company includes software to operate the computer and follow bin-mechanical procedures
to analyze the dala and present the resulcs in usefuL acceptable formats. This SCGlion will
outliile some equipmenl and software techniques available
VICON Motion Systems (O:ttford. England and Santa Fe Springs. CA. USA) is the largest
commercial company for the motion analysis products. Its top of the line system is the
VICON System 370. It consists of up to seven synchronised CCD cameras and has several
peripheral devices such as force platforms and eiectromyogrnm (EMG) measurement devices
that can be attached to it. These devices are connected to a Pentium workstation running
Windows. VICON Clinical Manager. VICON Reporter and VICON BodyBuilder are three
high-end software packages that are available for analyzing the data obtained from the
hardware. The price tag for this system is around $200.000 (US) for the basic 370 and it
goes higher as extras are added to the syStem.
The VICON Bodybuilder software. mtrociuced to me mar1;:et during the past year (1996) can
automatically fill gaps, interpolate and smooth data using complex tr1l.cking and matching
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algorithms (Personal Correspondence. Roudanez. 19%). The software allows the user to
choose from a variety ofalgorithms 10 either automatically or manually join disjointed lraCks
and fill in the gaps. The software uses DnemaJlc equations and/or some physical modeling
of the body to connect disjointed marlc.er tracks. [I also allows for the USCT to edit manually
and modellhe data.
The Ariel Performancc Analysis System (APAS). designed and manufactu~d by Ariel
Dynamics. [nc. (Englewood. CA. USA) is a modular sYSlem using off-the-shelf computers.
AID boards. VCRs, any additional computer peripherals and cameras that .~ample with.
speeds of 60 Hz to 10.000 Hz. The software available provides the tools necessary for
analyzing the data. This system has been used extensively in the sportS medicine field for
task improvement. post-injury assessment. risks assessment and disabilily evalualions. It is
a good system for analysis of non<omplicated moIion. It is the cheapest system available
with costs ranging between S20.000 and SJO.OCXX> (US).
Ariel handles the joining of small gaps in many ways and twO~~ mentioncl in a personal
co~pondence (Personal Co~pondence. Wise. 1996): (i) using a complex search
algorithm along with simple linear extrapotation based on a history of data and (i.i) using
smoothing functions. with user intervention to direct the algorithms. to interpolate over
spikes and gaps in data. However. the larger the gaps the greater the error associated with
these two approaches. They also allow the user to manually fill gaps and connet:t disjointed
tne"'.
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Peak Performance Technologies. Inc. (Englewood. CO. USAj supplies ~'ideo and computer
motion measurement systems. These systems save images from the cameras onto a video
tape that are then analyzed by its Peak Matus software (Windows-based). Data from devices
such as force platforms and EMG can be sampled and displayed in synchronization with
video. The cost of this system is more than 5150,000 (US).
Peak Performance Technologies reiterated that the best solution for eliminating gaps in
marker tracks is by adding more cameras (Personal Correspondence, Sturkol. 1996). Data
shows that with a four.-camera system and a standardized 15 point Helen Hayes marker set
only about six or seven markers can be reconstructed without filling any gaps. The others
may have up to 5090 of their image space missing. Using five cameras. this percentage is
reduced to about 30% and with six cameras it is reduced to about 10% or less in all but the
most difficult cases. Their latest software, released in the mid·1996. does handle filling in
the gaps to a certain extent. Their latest extrapolation and interpolation algorithms are based
on human motion and are used to predict not only which path segment may join to another,
but also, what direction the point is moving in the camera's image space so that it can be self
correcting. Their software allows the user to connect the gaps manually by connecting
points, semiautomatically by allowing the user to run different algorithms, or automatically
by allowing the user to set several tracking parameters. While much has been done using
more cameras and brute force mathematical extrapolation and interpolation to fill missing
dala accurately, there is still plenty of room for improvement, especially in using fewer
cameras with software or hardware lhaJ. is smart enough to fiJI bigger and bigger gaps in the
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data. The algorithms for the sofiwarc: developed in this thesis. while different from the ones
listed here. have followed a similar approach to solving the missing gap problem.
QUalysis (Sweden & USA) manufaclUres the MacRetlex Motion ~easurement Systems for
[he MaciOiosh or PC computers. This system uses passive reflectors with digital cameras to
crack mOlion and the data can be interfaced with force plate and E.'vIG measuremenl devices.
II is designed as a biomechanics research system. adaptable to many experimental prolOcols
including gait analysis. The software provided is used for data analysis of various kinds.
This system COSIS about $75.000 US.
To track markers. the Qualysis software extrapolates (Personal Correspondence.lohnsson.
1996) the approximate next position of the markers. This extrapolation helps the tracker to
look in the right places when looking for the next positions of the markers. to situations
where the addition of extra cameras will not help solve the marKers out-of~\'iew-of·carneras
problems, the operator can run the tracking software manually or run the tracking separately
for specific segments of motion stored in a file. Since the traCking can be run both forwards
and backwards in the fLie. a point with missing markers can be approached and tracked from
both directions. A user of this software (personal Correspondence. Zhang. 1996) commented
that when the discontinuities were too large (>1f:..2J:I seconds) the filling in of gaps did nor
work well.
The EUfE syslt:m by Bioengineering Technology & Systems (Milano, Italy) provides up 10
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an 8-eamera system. eight channels E~G \\'ith optional telemetry and piezoresistive (oot-
switches, force platforms and general purpose soflware for data acquisition. This syst~m
tracks markers that reflect infrared light. The software provided is based Oil three different
lines: kinematics. kinetics and e1ectomyography. The primary products include: ELITEplus
(A three-dimensional mOlion package). ELlCLIN"lC (Clinical gait analysis), TELEM:G
(Dynamic electromyography with no limitations on subject motion), GAITemg
(Identification of muscle activi[)' in walking), PcVect (Analysis of ground reaction forces).
etc. The price tag for trus system is greater than 5200.000 (US). The EJile soflware
(Personal Correspondence. Huiliger, 19%) provides inlerpolarion 10 handle relatively shon
gaps «',4 (10-15 samples».
Morion Analysis Corporation's (Santa Rosa. CA. USA) cop system has up to six CCD
cameras and software that runs on SGt SUN or SUNIPC s~tems. HiRes software features
include a data collection package, on-screen 10 video viewing, raw data access. 3D track
editor and a full tracking system. This software captures the data from the cameras and
convertS it to a form that is usable by the analysis packages for clinical applications programs
such as KinTrak (allows users to creale 20 and 3D kinetic and kinematic assessments.
animations. and EMG repons) and OrthoTrack (uses standard and/or user customized
kinematic and kinetic repons. graphs. and charts 10 assess gait). The top of the line system
can track a full body that consists of 17 segments (with 51 markers). This system costs more
man $200,000 (US).
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According to the founder and Senior Vice President of Motion Analysis Corporation. only
pathological gait motion is difficult to track (Personal Correspondence. Grea\'es, 1996).
Their best solution is to add more cameras. Their softw:ue requires a minimum of four or
a recommended six cameras for a full gait analysis system. unless specialized marker setS.
such as placing mart:ers only in the front of the body. are used. They have software. the
Track Mender. which looks at the continuity of 3D path segmenLS and automaticall!' joins
them if they are no more than a small number « 14 ~onds) of frames apart. Another
technique used by their software is [0 allow the user to manually spline across the gaps.
Northern Digital. Inc. (Waterloo. Ontario. Canada) designs and manufactures the
OPTOTRAK 3D position Measurement systems. 11 uses off-the-shelf hardware and infnred
Iight-emitting diodes. It's biomedical applications include motor control research.
~habililation re.search and therapy. dentistry. neurosurgery. and gait analysis. It's industrial
applications involve robotics. aeronautics. reverse engineenng and virtual reality.
2.3 Reconstruction of Marker Positions
The algorithms in this section assume that the data is acquired by a multi-camera image
system. The system described in this section is based on standard commercially available
hardware and it tracks reflective markers placed on k.ey anatomical sites. The digitizing of
images and recognition of the markers is not discussed as it is not in me scope of this lhesis.
I! is assumed that the image coordinates of the marker positions are already obtained.
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Reconsrruction of three·dimensional marker po'iitions. in a base reference coordinate system.
is needed since a digitized camera image only contains [Wo-dimensional infor.nation relative
[0 the camera position and orientation (Gonz.ales and Woods. 199::!). There are many
different algorithms available to determine three-dimensional coordinates from two-
dimensional images; some of these are based on iterative methods and others on analytical
methods. There are three main methods that are in use: triangulation: ray Shooting (tracing):
and reconstruction using the epipolar line geometric constr:lint.
2.3.1 Triangulation
Triangulation is a slandard technique that uses similar triangles to determine distances and
sizes of objects. This technique can be used in a one camera systt::m or a multi-camera
system. The one and twO camera systems will be described in this subsection.
Monocu.lar Imaging (Ayache, 1991, Ballard
and Brown, 1982. Kasturi, 1991): This
technique uses point projection that is the
fundamenral modd for the transformation
wrought by our eyes, cameras or many other
imaging devices. Figure 2.1 shows a
pinhole camera. The image results from
projecting the image through a single point
ODtO an image plane.
1.%
Fagure 2.1 A pinhole camera model
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Figu~ 2.2 (a) Camera model equivalent to Fig 2.1;
(b) graphical definition of terms
where (x', y') and (x", y") are the retinal coordinates of the world point imaged through each
eye. The baseline of the binocular system is 2d (let dJ=d2=d). Thus
(j-z) x' = (x-<!) f
(f-z) x" = (x+d) f
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(2.4)
and subtraction of these two equations gives
(f-z)(x"-x) < 2df (2.5)
(2.6)
Therefore if the points can be matched to determine Ihe disparity (x"-x'), and the baseline and
focal length are also known, then the z coordinate can be calculated.
,-~ '3:: I -..-;;::'"
·_,·,~:V
Figure 2.3 A Binocular Imaging System
An important step in extracting depth information from stereo images is the matching of
points for disparity calculations. There are several methods to do this but they will not be
discussed here since Ihey are out of the scope of this study.
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2.3.2 Ray Shooting
This technique in\'oh"es the shooting of rays from a point behind the image plane (the
distance depending on the focal length) lhrough corresponding pixels of the image plane.
As seen in Figure 2.4 two rays are projected from the two corresponding points in the two
Image planes, respectively. These projected rays, depending on the quality of the system.
mayor may not intersect but will have a point where they are closest to each other.
Therefore. it is assumed that the location of the three-dimensional point occurs at this
shortest distance between the rays. The lines are defined parametrically (these are rays thai
go to infinity but cenain range restrictions can be placed on them),
"
'.
Figure 2.4 Stereo imaging system
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where the parameters II and v vary from 0 to I along the length of a normalized finite line
segment. The distance between these lines for any \'alues of II and I' is gi\'en by
C!.9)
and the values of It and v [hat minimize d will determine the (approximate) location of the
three-dimensional point. The disadvantage of this technique is [hat it requires an iterati\"e
technique to find the solution.
2.3.3 Epipolar Constraints
This technique uses geometric constraints for matching and 3D reconsttuction of
stereoscopic images. The technique provides a closed form solution to the set of 10
equations and 9 variables that will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter. It also
allows for the arbitrary placement of cameras and uses lhe cameras in which the point falls
within the camera's line of sight. This technique is general and can be easily modified [0 use
as many cameras as possible (Ayache. 1991. Kanazawa and Kanatani. 1995).
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Of the above three methods (triangulation. ray shooting and epipolar conscraint), the epipolar
constraint method was chosen because it provided ;1 closed form solUlion for the
reconstruction of the three--d.imensional marker positions. The camera orientation and
position can be arbitrary since they arc taken into account by the equations and this technique
can be extended to use as many cameras as arc available.
2.3.4 Concepts of Uncertainty
Uncenainty of measurement is generally caused by the equipment. Such equipment includes
the cameras and the processing unitS. The first type of uncertainty comes from the
digitization process. which is well known in signal processing. The second type of error
comes from image processing, while extracting the image features. The third and last Iype
of uncertainty is generated by calibration errors in setting up all instrumentation components
(i.e.. the orientation of c:uncras with respect to each other and the base). and the uncertainties
in camera parameters such as focal distances and distortions due 10 the pin hole model.
The sums of these uncenainties (in 20) arc modeled by an isotropic error around each pixel,
and given as a number of pixels (Bonnin and Zavidovique.I99I). This type of assumption
in 3D space is not possible. as is shown in Figure 2.5 in translating the 2D uncertainry to 3D
space. Translating the 20 uncertainty to 3D space
z • __D_f__
max 6x(d:r-26n)
Z • __D_f__
"lin o:c(dx.20n)
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(2.101
with
D:
focal length
Distance between the cameras
6x and 6y: size in X and Y of a pixel on a focal plane
dx: the disparity (=nlx-nr:x.)
nIx and nr:x. are X pixel coordinates in left and right images
II can be shown that the error in Z is proponionallo the square of the distance in Z-axis.
3D UncrrrOlf'lfy Areo
UnCtrfOlflfytsflmtd
on fhe Im0'1t plants
01 02
Figure 2.5 3D space uncenainly
2.4 SoftwarelHardware Tracking of Malokers
in the camera vision system. once three-dimensional reconstruction is completed, the marker
positions need to be matched to their corresponding tracks. The track consists of the history
of a marker's motion through 3D space and is used to produce the traces of motion which
are used in the analysis of the motion of the limbs to which the markers are attached.
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Many different procedures are available to track markers. This is a well-developed field of
computer vision. and some of the latest methods are listed here. These methods can all be
used in gait analysis.
2.4.1 Statistical Data Association Techniques
These techniques have been studied in radar imagery for target tracking and have only
recently been introduced into the field of computer vision. These technique can be used 10
track a sequence of images over short time intervals; if the time inlerval is small and the
object velocity is constrained by physical laws. the interframe displacements of Ihe objects
are bounded. Also, since we can assume that the objects move smoothly. motion coherence
can be used to predict the occurrence of markers in the future. which considerably reduces
the search space (Zhang. 1994). The technique can be used to track markers despite the
following problems:
A previously unseen object may panially or totally come into view
A moving objcct in the current field of vision may move panially or totally out of it
in the subsequent frames
A moving object may partially or totally be occluded by the background or by other
objects.
Some markers that should be present are not seen. due to failure: of the feature
extraction (or reconstruction) process.
This technique uses the Kalman filter (described in Subsection 2.4.5) to perfonn the
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prediction in the prediction-matching a1gorilhm. It lhen uses Mahalanobis {squared) distance
to decide which scene marlcer matches the predicled makers. l1le calculation of Mahalanobis
distance involves IIlarrix inversion and is therefore computationally expensive .:specially
with larger numbers of markers. Also. in tracking of moving marlc:ers over larger intervals
(>n seconds). the algorithms and heuristics used were \'ery complicated and required a
greater number of paramelen ego the probabilities of deteelion and tennination of a token and
the probabilily of appearance of a new token. After some initial studies. it was decided that
many of the matching and predicting could be done using simpler non-statistical techniques.
2.4.2 Extrapolation of Incomplete Marker Tracks by Lower Rank
Approximation
This technique (Muijljens el ai, 1993) is used to uack the motion of objects like the
deformation of the bean, iI'S walls and~ like. In experimentaJ situations marters may nOl
be detected due to occlusion or lack of conrrast.. As a result the continuous marker traCk is
observed in separate pans. which cannoc: ofien be diItttly identified as corresponding to one
marlcer. lbe extraCtions an: oblained by iteratively fiuing il lower rank mauix to a set of
noisy, incomplete marker tneks. This technique is computationally heavy since the
mathematics in creating the lower ranked maIrix and the iteration are quite involved.
2.4.3 Precise 3D Motion Analysis System for Real-time Applications
This motion analysis syslem was developed usiog strategically placed marlc:ers. one or mort:
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and motion history and matches the observed marlter positions to its predictions.
The filter. also mown as the ~optimum recursive predictor:' gives:l linear ··besr.'· estimate
of me It.+n"" value. (n=I.2,3. .), where It. is thecum::nt value. The mood is:l tina-order
autoregressive: process with random noise. W(k) (Bozic. 1979),
.r(k) '" F.r(k-i} • W(k-l)
and the observation includes additive white noise. VCk).
y(k) = Cx(k) • V(k)
C!.lll
f2.12}
The equations of the vector Kalman predictor (Bozic. 1979) are:
Predictor equation: i(k-llkl=Fi(klk-l) • G(k)[y(k) - CTi(klk-
Predictor gai,,: G{k) '" FP(klk-)C r [Cprklk-I)C T • R(I.:)J·I(2.13)
Predictor mean square error. prk-11k) z IF - GCk)C]P(klk-lj'F r • Q<k}
The up:lare of filter variables is linear and is a function of me p~icted variables. However.
the prediction of a marlcer position is not necessarily lin~ because the prediction is based
on the motion of the marker which. in this case, includes vdocity and accelention. The
function of this ftlter is to predict the future state of the system given an estimate of the
currmt state. The Kalman algorithm will be described in greater detail in the next 5«tion.
The filter used in this experiment is a decoupled. Kalman predictor with three states:
position, 'ielocity and acceleration. The position data is observed by the vision system and
the velocity and acceleration components~ derived from the position daJ.a.. This technique
was cbosen because of many reasons: (i) ease of implementation; (ii) availability of many
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sources of infonmllion; (iii) inputs to the filter are easily measured orcakulated. (iv) filter
conStraints and precalculalions can be changed (0 suit the conditions of the experiment
(discussed in Chapter 3) and most imp:ntantly (v) while lhc: filter's function is in lhc: t:aclcing
of markers. it can be easily modified to predict~ motion of a marker sc:verallime 51ep5 inlO
the future and thereby avoiding a separate algorithm for mOlion prediction (section 2.5).
Another indirect reason for choosing this technique was that with some modifications it
could be convened into a non-linear filler which is briefly described in section 2.4.6.
2.4.6 Extended Kalman Filter Tracking
This filler is similar to the linearized Kalman filter. The differt:nce is that the extended
Kalman filter uses measurable characteristics or associations 10 modify the prt:dictions
(Brown and Hwang. 1992. Wu el aI. 1989) oflhe linearized Kalman filler. The extended
Kalman filter will use measurable quantities such as !he stalic distance between two poinu.
associations such as three markers to make a unique segment in space. etc. (things that can
be identified without knowing the nature of the molion).to modify its prediction. Ideally.
lhis would be the filter to use since: it performs better in nonlinear applications of motion.
However. in gait analysis making these associations between markers is difficult unless
special shapes of markers or special marker sets are used. Since a generalized technique that
could work wilh any marker set was wanted this Ic:ehnique has not been chosen.
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2.5 The Prediction of Motion
One of the aspects of this research was the assessment afthe problem of missing markers and
possible solutions by discussion with members or the Biomechanics list server fBIOMECH·
L). The personal correspondents agreed that missing markers in motion analysis were J.
problem (to varying degrees of seriousness) and no one had a good general solution. It was
suggested that the best solution was (0 make sure Ihe problem did not occur. This could be
achieved by increasing the number ofcameras viewing me tracking region. using non-camera
methods of tracking such as magnetic tracking (Personal Correspondence. Cao. (996),
carefully choosing a marker set that would stay in view despite obstructions. rotations. and
other problems causing occlusions. and using special assistive devices that reduce
interference \Vim the cameras (Personal Correspondence. HulJiger. 1996). Nevenheless. in
cases where the missing marker problem could not be eliminated software solutions were
suggested.
Various suggestions were discussed for the prediction of marker motion or the filJing-in-of-
gaps. These include:
I) Joining shon gaps using spline functions (cubic or quintic) (Personal correspondence,
Cao, 1996). It may not be very accurate over large gaps. Human involvement is
necessary to detennine the start and end points for the spline functions.
2) For shon isolated gaps. using a straight line or polynomial algorithm works well
(Personal Correspondence, Mah, 1996). This is done manually after computer
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tracking and matching are completed.
3) Curve filling algorithms are fine for small gap sizes (10 frames I (Personal
correspondence. Keezel. (996). This is done manually after computer tracking and
matching are completed.
4) For longer gaps using a proxy marker to provide an offset-recording (Personal
Correspondence. Mah, 1996. Hullig.er. 1996) of the marker thaI consistently
disappears from view. This proxy mark.er can then be used to infer the position of
the missing marker automatically.
5) For longer gaps, extrapolating along a straight line between two markers (Personal
Correspondence, Mah, 1996). For example, if there is (rouble in \'iewing an ank.le
marker. put two markers on the lower leg, so that the ankle is funher along the
straight line drawn between the two markers.
6) If the generaJ forms of a specific movement are known, then a tracking algorithm can
be wriuen for this specific problem (Personal Correspondence. Zhang. 1996).
7) Three mark.ers uniquely define a segment's location and orientation in space. Ifa 4th
marker is used. the redundancy could be used to calculate a missing marker (Personal
Correspondence, Olree, 1996).
8) If the distances between thn:e markers on a segment are known and lhe locations of
two of the markers are known, the location of lhe third marker can be constrained to
a small area. This might be used in conjunction with an interpolative procedure {o
give a better estimate of location (Personal Correspondence, Olree. 1996).
9) Iftbe data is cyclical, it may be possible to "guess M where a reasonable location oftbe
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marker might be based on where il was one period before or after [he InStant
{Pef5Ofla! Correspondence. Olrec. 1996,. Ho""'·e\"er. In gait analysisc~ ""here an
assistive device obSlIUCLS the camera \·iew. they lend 10 happen in the same por-len
of each slride (Personal. Correspondence. Gei!. 19961.
10) For path matching. somelimes paths can be eMIly identified by some unique
characleriStlC of their location (Personal Correspondence. Olree. 1996) SLU;:h as a
mark.er on the upper pan of the body would have greater \"aJ.ues :n the height
coordinates.
III Using direction and veJociry 10 help identify possible path malches (Pel'5Onal
Correspondence.Olrce. 1996/. This will work ""·ell iflhe gaps arc: short and there arc:
no sudden reverlals in direclion of the marker. This technique was used as the
reference test to compare the Kalman filter and the angle mode! techniquei.
12) Again for path nwching. using a marker pa1h reconstrUCtion technique to reconstnlCt
a path and malch it 10 an observed path (Personal. Correspondence. Olree. !996,.
Many of these suggestions were good only for fJ.1ling shan gaps of missing da.t.a and ....·octed
for only Iimiled cases. the longer the gaps me Jess accUr.Ile the prediction. During the
discussion. it was rulized that aU prediction (gap-ftlliDg) melbods used for c.a1cula.ting
marl::er motion were only as good as the equations and algorithms being used and that there
was no real general solution to this probleIIL The Kalman fijtef appro3Cb bad nOI been used
in this area previously and since it was a well proven a1goridlm in other rraclOng and
predicting applications it was decided to test il in traCking markers placed on the human
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anatomy. This general filter predicts target mO[ion for several time steps (camera frames)
into the future. It can be used with any type of marker motion. and calculates the prediction
based on the history of the marker motion. The initialization variables and the constraints
used are developed in detail in Chapter 3.
It was found. during testing. that since it is a linear filter. it cannot predict the compkJt gait
motion accurately (Chapters 3 and ~ detail the capabilities and limitations of using the
Kalman filter as a prediclor of motionl. Because of this. it was decided to coupk the filter
prediction with a physical model of the gait. This modeling is described in greater detail in
the neJtt subsection.
2.6 Modeling of Gait
The Kalman filter. used in this work. predicts the motion of the markers accurately. without
additional consU"a.ints. for short gaps (less than 15 frames or approximately v~ second) ot"
missing data. Since it is a linear fllrer, it cannOt accurately predict the complex motion
involved in gait. espedally over longer gaps of missing data. Therefore. a physicai model
of gait is used to check the predictions and make necessary corrections to the predictions.
The physical model provides a general framework for a model of motion. Given a location
in the model's cycle and some information at that point. one can calculate the actual motion
at that point in time. Some methods of modeling and analyzing gait will be discussed in this
subsection.
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2.6.1 Joint Angle Motion Models
The joint angle ffimion models involve calculating three-dimeno;;ional relative motion
between rigid bodies. These models are used primarily to analyze gait. Using positional
data, the three-dimensional angular motion at a panicular joint is calculated by first assigning
embedded coordinate systems to both the proximal and the distal segments (Kadaba etaJ.
1990. Mah el ai, 1994, Ramakrishnan and Kadaba, 1991, Sutherland et aI. 1988). Euler
angles or helical (screw) axis definitions are then used to compute the relative positions
between the embedded coordinate systems.
Both Euler and helical motion definitions are sensitive 10 the
oriental ion of the three axes about which the rotalions are
assumed to take place in sequence. II is difficult. if nOI
impossible, to ensure that the defined axes coincide with the
base reference axes of rotation. This introduces a range of
errors injoinl mOlion (Ramakrishnan and Kadabal99I).
x·
The following description of the embedded coordinate
system is for the knee of the right-sided limb (Figure 2.6) and
Figure 2.6 Schematic
diagram of thigh (X. Y, Z)
and shank (X'. y'. Z')
embedded axis used for
lhe estimation of knee
joint angles and helical
parameters (Ramakrishnan
and Kadaba. 1991)
can easily be extended to olher joints. The distal 10 proximal
direction of the thigh and the shank segment are defined as
the Z- and the Z' -axes. respectively. The laleral to medial
direction of the Ihigh that is perpendicular to the Z-axis is
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defined as the Y-axis while the lateral to medial direction of the shank that is perpendicular
to the Z-axis is defined as the Y'-axis. As a consequence. the posterior to anterior direction,
perpendicular to both the Y- and Z-axis is the X axis of the thigh. Similarly. the posterior
to anterior direction. perpendicular to both Y'~ and Z' -axes is the X'-axis oflhe shank.
Two sets of unit vectors. I, J. K, and 1', J', K' are assigned to the coordinate directions X.
Y. Z and X', Y·. Z'. respectively. From these two sets of unit vectors. the rotational
rnmsformation matrix. R. for any relative arbitrary orientalion of (Wo limbs is calculated as'
R" R"] [1'.1 I'-j I'.K)
Rn Rn = 1';/ 1';1 1 :.K
Rn R)J K·/ K -] K'K
(2.14)
To extract the rotational infonnation from this transformation matrix, the transformation
matrix for the Euler model is (Ramakrishnan and Kadaba.199 I):
[
Cl ..C3.S1-S2·S3 Cl-S3 -S1.C3 ..Cl.S2_S3]
R. = -C1*S3.S/*S2*C3 C2·C3 S1*S3.Cl-S2·C3
S1 -C2 -52 Cl·Cl
(2.15)
where CI refers to the cosine of angle e, and S I refers to tbe sine of angle,e. Similar
definitions apply to other terms. and the hetical motion model is given by:
[
U••U,-U,·U,·C.C U,·U..-U,·U,·C-U,·S U,.U,-U,·U,'C-U,.SI
R.... U,-U,-U,-UyC-U,S U,*U,-U,-U,C-C U,U,-U,.U,'C-U,-S (2.16)
u, ,u, -U,-V, -C-u, -s u, -U, -U, -U, -e.u,-s u, -u, -u, ,u, ·e-c
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where U•. U,. and U.represent me dirtttion cosinesofa unit \'~or. U. along the helicaluis:
IP refers to the tIelicaJ angle: C refers [0 me cosine of IP; and S refers [0 the sice of 41.
These models an: similar to and fann Eh: basis for lhc model defined and used in this thesis.
1be angle models for the analysis. Figure !.7. are calculated by taking the mean of several
cycles of gaiL This nonnaliz.ed gait cycle is then compared against the population norm.
While this model is good for visual analysis. considerable information is lost in the
conversion from positional data 10 the angle data. The positional data. Ihe kngth of the
limbs, and the motion of the limbs cannot be calculated in the backward direction because
these angles are relative angles. Therefore. it is not useful for this application.
2.6.2 Component Angle Model
The component angle model was designed specifically fOf comparing the Kalman prediction
against a physical model ofgait It is similar to thr: Joint Angle model with a few imponant
differences. Instead of using relative positions between joints. this model calculates three
component angles ex, Y. Z) with respect to a base reference frame (of the vision system).
Instead of using actual limbs. the model uses the marker positions to deflOe rigid bodies.
Two adjacent marter'S define one rigid body. Solhc modclcomains the lengths ofme limbs.
the connectivity of the limbs (adjacent markers) and the component angles. From this
information. the locations ofall the markers can be determined if the location of one marker
is known. Tb.is model will be discussed in detail in the next chaplt:f.
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Figure 2.7 Variations in knee joint angles
(Euler Model) of a representative nonnal
subject. The outermost curves correspond to
a perturbation of 15° (Ramakrishnan and
Kadaba.I99I)
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF TRACKING GAIT WITH
MISSING MARKER DATA
This chapter describes the theory used to develop the software: for the lnlcking of markers
in gait analysis. The software matches image points from different cameras and reconstructs
their three dimensional marker locations (world coordinates). These reconstructed points are
then matched to their corresponding tracks of marker movement using the Kalman filler.
When location data is missing, Ihe Kalman filter predicts the motion of rhe markers in the
gap. This prediction is men checked against the physical modellhat has been implemented.
Figure J. Lshows me overview of the relationship between the algorithms that are discussed
in this chapter. There are cwo inputs to the software. The flrst input block depictS the marker
track (2D) data files as obtained from camera image planes and the initialization files
consisting of the orientations and locations aCme simulated cameras (to be explained in next
section) and their focallengtbs. The second input block is the expected motion model which
is calculated or measured before starting the tracking software. The matching of the 20
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tracks from two cameras occur.; in the image matching algorithm. After the matching has
been delennined. the image points are passed to the 3D ~construc[ionalgorithm where the
3D world coordinate marker locations are calculated. After these marker locations are
calculated, they are passed to the Kalman predictOr/physical model algorithm for matching
DATARLES
Consisting of
2DrnaJ'Kers
INITIALIZE
PositionsiUld
orientations of
-'"
MODEL CONFlG KALMAN PREDICTORIPHYSICAL MODELPredicts marker location
Joins points to co=ponding traCk:
Uses confidence region or the shortest distance
In ca.se of missing ITIlIJXef - uses predicted points
CompaJeS predictions wilh model
Complete
3D tracks
Figure 3.1 Overview of a1l blocks of software described in section
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markers to their corresponding lracks and in the case of missing markers. predicting their
locations. The output of the software are the complete 3D tracks of motion for all the
markers present.
The firsl section on epipolar matching presents {he theory on epipolar lines and then shows
the development of the image matching algorilhm. The second section describes the 3D
reconstruclion algorithm used. The third section describes the Kalman predictor technique
and shows the development of the various components of the predictor equations. The fourth
section provides the reasoning behind the mutching of three-dimensional marker locutions
to their corresponding rracks. The fifth section describes the development of the physical
model. The si:'lth and final section describes how the algorithms in the first five sections fit
together to form a complete analysis syslem.
At the outset of the project. it was proposed thut the data to test these routines would be
obtained from a camera vision system. Due to delays in obtaining the \'ision system, an
alternate methodology was used to obtain the data required for the verification of the theory.
The data for the experiment comes from the Flock of BirdsT•W (FOB) measurement system
and is explained further in Chapter 4. The output marker locations from the system are in
3D world coordinates (3D measurement system). To simulate tracking by a camera vision
system, these ftles are convened [0 the image planes (20) of the simulated cameras using
simple linear translation, rotation and projection. The procedure for simulating the data is
explained in greater del3..il in Chapter 5.
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3.1 Epipolar Matching
One component of gait analysis involves the campUlluian of a three-dimensional
representation afche leg rrajectory when walking from one point to another, This procedure
involves computing a 3D representation of motion from several images taken simultaneously
from different viewpoints.
The method used in this thesis consists of modeling the process for the form:llion of each
camera image by a linear transformation in projective coordinates. followed by a
computation of the parameters of the transfonnation. These are subsequently used to specify
geometric consuaints and to determine the spatial position of a marker from mullipJe images
(Ayache.1991).
This technique is an intuitive approach to the matching and reconstruction problem. It also
allows for the arbitrary placement of multiple cameras and uses the cameras in which the
point falls in the camera's line of sight.
3.1.1 Image Modeling
Each camera is modeled by its optical center. C. and its image plane, Q (Figure 3.2). The
cameras are calibrated and modeled as a Standard pinhole (Zhang. 1995). A point Pl(x. y.
z) in the world coordinate space proje1::cs onto the camera's image plane at the image point
I,(x. y) and similarly Pix, y, z) to fix. y). Point II is the intersection of line PIC with plane
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Q. The relation between each point in 3D space and it's corresponding point in the image
plane is described by a transformation (Ayache, 1991, Zhang. 1995). The transformation is
modeled by a transformation matrix T in projective coordinates. f. The relationship is given
by
(3.1)
where T is a4x4 matrix. generailycalled the perspective matrix of the camera and U. V, and
S are the transformed 3D coordinates in the camera's coordinate system. T has the simple
fo""
(3.2)
where It...: is the 3x3 the rotation matrix and t- is the ]x I translation matrix that describes
the transformation from the world coordinate frame, in which the 3D poinlS PI and p~ are
Figure 3.2 The pinhole camera model
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Each match of an image point I with an associated scene point P gi\'cs two sets of lineJr
equalions from the matrix T. i.e..
P'll - (I" - u(P'I, .,. I) = 0
P't: .,. 1:.. - v<P't, - I)" 0 13.51
whe~ ~ if the (i.j) element ofT. I.; is the veaorcomposed of the first three dements of the
row fofT (Ayacbe 1991) and P is the point in the world coordinate system.
3.1.3 Epipolar Lines
The epipolar lines are calculated based on ~lations between multiple c:uneras. [n Figure 3.3
point II in image I. is the match for point I~ in image 2. Point 1;. in camera 1. is located on
a Straight line of image 2 detennined completely by 11' and is called the f:pipolar line
associated with II' This epipolar line in image 2 is tbe projection of the line defined by the
set of points P. whose image corresponds to 11 that can be defined as line Pl1•
Figure 3.3 The geometry of binocular stereo vision
A plane. Q. can be defined by 11' CI' and ~ (three poinl.5). This plane intersects the image
planes along twO straight lines Do and Dc. Any point lion the epipolar line. DEI' has il.5
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pOlential matches on DI':! and vice versa. k can be seen that any epipolar line of image plane
2 is the: image of a line passing through C I • i.e.. all epipolar lines in image plane 2. will pass
through ~ that is the projection of the optical center of camera 1. ~ is called the epipole
of image 2 and similarly E I • the image of~. in image plane I. is the epipole of image I.
3.1.4 Epipolar Matching
Given the point II in the first image. iI's conesponding point P in 3D space must be on the
line CIP. (Figure 3.4) passing through ~ . where ~ is a point at infinity 1"). Figure 3..,1.
shows the epipolar geometry with the optical center of the camera behind the image plane
instead of between the image plane and the object as in Figure 3.3. This inversion of the
optical center does not change any equations and is well known..-\ssume that the coordinate
frame for camera C I is the reference frame. If. for simplicity sake. the world coordinate
frame ",as allowed to COinCide with thIS reference frame and II := [u ~1 then point P can
be represented as
(3.6)
where u. v are the image coordinares. and A a variable between [0....). This is the parametric
representation of the line CIP~ (Zhang. 1995). If the world coordinate system does not
coincide then a second tranSfonnation would uansform P to the correct values in 3D space.
The projection of the line CIP. on camera c,. is a line. the epipolar tine. deQored by D~. on
which the corresponding point in the second image of point I: must lie.
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The point P can be transformed. denoted as P', to the coordinate frame of the second camera
by
p' = R·P"" = ARi, ... t, AE(O.oo) (3.7)
The eplpolar line can be defined by two points. The first !X>int can be obtained by projecting
P with A = Xl and the second with A = f.. These two !X>ints can be transformed to the
coordinate frame of the second camera Pl' and P!'. These points can be projected onto the
image plane of camera C1. The point that lies on this line is the match to J in the image
plane of camera C I'
p
Figure 3.4 Epipolar geometry with image plane
between the point and optical centre of the
cameras
3.1.5 Epipolar Matching Algorithm
The algorithm's input consists of the two cameras (camera to world) transformation matrices.
their corresponding inverse U'ansfonnation matrices and the image !X>ints from the two image
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planes. This algorithm will be run for each sampled d:l.[a point of the trial nm. The image
points will consist of ailihe 20 marker coordinates observed b~ each Canll1:ra. A check is
made to detemt.ine if bolh camen images conwn the same number of poin[S. [f they do nm
contain the same number or points. a nag is ~[tO pass back only the matched points.
The nowchart for the matching algorithm is shown in Figure 3.5. To start the m:lIching
process one camera is chosen as [he base reference C:llIlem. Tho: choico: Of the camera hu
been soft-coded as the first camer:1 transfonnation [0 be passed into l~ algorithm. Tho:
coordinate system of this camera is assumed to be the world coordinate S}"Slem. The rotatiorl
and translation between the cameras I and 2 are calculated using tho: data from Ihe twO
camera (camera coordinates 10 world coordinates) transformation matrices. Thc:n each image
point seen in camer:1 I is taken in tum.. Fir!;[. the image point from Carr.era I is uS«! to set
up the parametric equations of(3.6). Two vaJues for 1 are used (soft-codedl to calculate two
sets of 3D coordinates. Second. these 3D coordinateS. used ::lS reference points. are
transformed to the coordinate s}'stem of the second camera. Third. the 3D reference point
coordinates are projected *k into the ima.,,<>e plane (20) oj the second camera by dividing
the lit and y components by the t component. Fourth. the equation of a line through the twO
reference points is determined. Fifth. a SUll:h is done using the nearest venical distance
from all image pointS on that line. The one closest to the line is chosen as the match. Checks
are made to make sure there are image points available in both camera images it the reduced
points flag is sct.
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Generally geometric constraints such as epipolar lines are not sufficient to determine
stereoscopic matches. However, in this particular applicalion. the low number of markers
and lhe positioning of cameras to avoid problems along with some linear conditions provide
good matching capability. Tests in Section 4 will show that this algorithm works very well
in a noiseless environment but it does not work as well in a noisy environment. To make
improvements in the future. additional constraints can be added to lhis matching technique
3.2 Three-dimensional Reconstruction
Once the matches of image points are detennined, the reconslruction of the marker locations
in a world coordinate frame can begin. Knowledge ofT , and T~. from cameras I and::!
respectively, are sufficient to compute the .hree coordinates of any point P. given its two
The system defined in Equation 3.5, for cameras I and 2. ca!\ be rewritten to give a new
sySlem of four equations in three unknown coordinates (,;. y, z) ofP (Ayache. 1991)
(t,1 - ult]l)'p .. rl~ - Ull~ '" 0
(t; - Vl,;rp .. rl~ - vlt~ '" 0
(It
l
- ufirp .. rl~ - U1I~ '" 0
(I; - V!;rp .. ti,. - vlt~ '" 0
(3.8)
where the indices i andj of t/ refer 10 the itA row aCthe transformation matrix of carneraj.
'0
[n tneory, these equations are related since [I and I l are chosen in the same epipolar plane
However, due to numerical imprecision and the absence of an objective criterion in the
choice of the equation (0 eliminate variables, it appears :I.ppropri;l.te to solve tho:::: whole syslem
by leas! squares method outlined below (Ayache, 1991). This approach extends naturally 10
reconstruction based on an arbitrary number of cameras, For fI cameras, set
Aa '" b
with a=(x. y, zf and
for which
The least squares solution is then given by
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
provided A'A is invertible. a is the reconstructed 3D marker poSition. One needs to Store
k (,(:-=2,3) matrices T_ and solve a linear system of 2kequaLions in three unknowns.
3.2.1 Reconstruction Algorithm
Figure 3,6 shows the floweltart of the algorithm used in reconstruction. The inputS to the
algorith.rn are the inverse transfonnation matrices (world to camera) and the matched image
points matrix from both cameras. The matrices A and b are detennined based on equations
(3.10) and (3.11). The least squares approach. equation (3.12). is used for the reconstruction
or the 3D marker location. 3. This loop is continued until all the image points ha'le been
reconstructed.
InputiTl.iT2.and
matChed Image poims
from cameras I and 2
Lastpoim No
in image? >---"'=-------'
Figure 3.6 Flowchart of reconstruction algorithm
3.3 Kalman Prediction
This section will describe the algorithm that can be used 10 traCk the markers attached to the
legs and to predict their positiof's when the markers are hidden from the cameras (thus
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making three-dimensional reconstruction impossible) (Bozic. 19791.
Many tracking algoriLhrns ha..~ been developed (Ramach3ndrnn. 1987) dUl make use of
position rneasu~mentS. These have been mainly used for trncking aeroplanes. The most
common ones used in application are (he variO<Js types of Kalman filters that are linear
filtersJprechctors over a set time interval.
It has been shown fRam3Chandrnn. 1987, Ramachandrnn et aI. 1993) that increasing the order
of the Kalman filter improves the accuracy of the prediction, The increasing of the order of
the filter involves using measurementS of velocity and acceleration as inputs for the filter.
Unfortunately equipment for measuring velocity and acceleration is more specialized and
therer"ore more expensive but there are meLhods to estimate the~ inputs. In this study, the
position measurements we~ used to estimate velocity and acceleration. A three-stone
K.alman tracking filter that predicts position based on range. velocity and acceleration was
developed. 1be equations of dynamics (Ramachandran et a1. 1993) for an object moving at
constant acceleration with a uniform time interval T (at each position coordinate) are
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
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3.3.1 Kalman Predictor
The algorithm developed is a one·step prediclOr. It predicts the location of a marker one time
qep inlO the future. It can be easily modified to predict m Sleps into the future (Boz.ic, 1979).
The signal model is a firsl-order autoregressive process (Figure 3.7)
x(hl) '" 'lx(k) • ;(k)
where w(k) is zero mean white noise.
(3.16)
(3.17)
where v(k) is an independent addilive white noise with zero-mean and unknown variance 02.
w(k-l)
Figure 3.7 Random signal process and measun=ment model
The optimum one step prediction is shown in Figure 3.8. The summarized set of equations
are shown below. The development of these equations is not dealt within this thesis since
it is a standard filter and the infonnalion can be found easily (Ayache. 1991). The predictor
equations are:
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giving
I, 0 0 IQ. 0 0 Il U,z(k) U~~(tl U:=(k).
F!Orn equation (3.17) we define the (emlS as following
,3.:51
Also
[
0,< 0,. 0", ') [0,.. 0" o~ i
R· E[V(kIV(kl!' :::::: :::: ::: ::: I
and assuming thai o~,"' 0 .. =0",: and 0,,"' o>!' =0. i.e. no cross-c~lalion.then
l3.::!7}
(3.::!8)
To sian lhe Kalman predictor. calculations lbe gain matrix G(k, has to be initialized. For
this purpose ihe error covariance matrix P(k) has to be specified. An ad /zoe technique used
in Ayache (1991) is baset10n the fU'St few mcasu~mentsof data 10 c31cuJate an initial \"a!ue
for P(k). In this application since ihe velocity and acceleration are calculated ihe fU'St thrc:c:
measurements of position at rimes k=1, 2. and 3 are used. From ihese three $CIS of
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PfUIUn:: '"' (F - G*C)"Pp:l.s,"F .. Q
G:= PPfu(ure"C"in"'C"Pfu(ure"C - R\
Xpred = F"'Xold ... G"(Obser\'ed - C'Xoldl
~1=pfUlUre
XOld= Xpred
Calo;uJ,ue the pm mll1n.<; \Gl
Pfuture"F-Ppa$,"F+Q
G '" F-Ptulun::-C"in"(C"Pfu(ure"C.,.R\
I
II
'------------,--------' I
I
~o". 'data?Y5
o
Figure 3.9 Aowchart of Kalman prediction routine
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3.4.1 Single Step Tracking
The Kalman prediclor approach used prediclS future posilions; of the marl::er bast:d on p351
U<lCk data. At ti~ rthe: prediCIOfprediclS the I11alterpositioos at lime 1+/ . .-\tlime l+/Ihe
reconstructed (observro) 3D rn3l'ker location is matched 10 the predicted marker locallons
and thus the marlc:ers are connected to lheir corresponding lracks.
This one-to-one correspondence occurs only under ideal conditions. Uncenaint)' due 10
white noise. errors in me35Uremenl. numerical imprecision and the linear predicti\·e nalure
of the Kalman predictor cause the predicted locations to rarely match with the observed
locations. Therefore. some conditions need to be used to m:1tch the prediction wilh the
observation. To this end. a region of uncertainty is established around each predicted point.
This is called the region o{acceprcmce (ROA) (Figure 3.10).
The predicted marker has an upper and lower bound of uncenainty associated with e3ch
coordinate. ex. ey, and ez are the uncertainty lines for coordinate x_ y. and z. Theycombine
to form a cube volume around the predicted marker.
Figure 3.10 Region of acceptance
The upper and lo.....er bounds of uncenainty are
defined 35 the location of the predicted marker
plus and minus the variance of measurement.
This technique of matching markers to tracks
works weU with one step prediction.
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3.4.2 Multi~StepTracking
One: of the problems with the camera vision compuler-aided-systems is (hat due !O
ob~truction, occlusion, or some other re:LSOn the system loses track of one or more markers
for a period of time, Once (his ha~pens the system does not know where that marker will
reappear and the track becomes broken or disjointed,
The Kalman predictor is used to predicr the marker locations until a match for that location
is found. Figure 3,11 shows the prediction of a segment of a marker track between times
t =k and t =k+o. The motion of the marker between k and k+n is unknown and is depicted
in the figure by twO possible pachs (solid lines) that it might have tra\'eJed, The ROA at I =
k+n is larger than at t =k. This is because the region of acceptance grows larger the funher
inro the future the prediction is continued: the greater the region of acceptance. the greater
the possibility of error.
The growrh of the region of acceptance is denoted by the dashed lines. In this application.
the region of acceptance has two factors influencing its growth. The first is the error due to
the measurement devices. This error is estimated at the beginning of the trial run and added
to the x. y and z component for every consecutive prediction step. The second factor
influencing the growrh of the region of acceptance is the last calculated ~'elocity vector. The
percentage of the possible distance traveled in the time interval using this velocity vector is
calculated and also added to the x. y. and z components of rhe region of acceptance.
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.\oIOl;on l:nknown
Figure 3.11 Difference in region of acceptance at different times of prediction
Since the Kalman filter is a linear predictOr it works well in predicting motion that is simple
and that has very litlle change in acceleration over a period of time. In gait. however. the
motion is complex. With complex motion. even aft~r as few as 20 time steps imo the future
the predictOr give!; inaccurate predictions. Therefore to predict gait motion for any length
of rime and match the predictions 10 their corresponding tracks requires additional
constraints. These additional constraints include the distance of observed marker to the
center of any region of acceplance and the velocity profile of the observed marker matched
10 that of the predicted track. U one track and one marker are left unmatched after the
constraints are cheeked then these markers are considered to be matched in a process of
elimination. 1bese additional constraints can be used. in theory, as long as the regions of
acceptance do not overlap.
The algorithm for marching is shown in Figure 3.12. First. the straightforward matching is
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done. Any marker [flat is found in a ROA is then atlached to the associated Incl.:. If there
are (wo markers found in a ROA then the ROA is removed from m.:l.tching consider:l.lion
until all the other mmers are matctled. [f there are any unmatched mart.e~ len.. then
additional constraints will be used. It should be noted that there rruy be more ROAs than
obsen.·ed markers because one or more markc:~ may nOI have been in \'iew of the cameras.
Second. the distanCe constraint is used. The Euler distances. which are t~ square root of
the sum of squares of the difference between the remaining marker locations and the
predicted location. arc: calculated. The markers are then matched using minimum distances.
(f there are markers unmatched. the velocity constraint is used. Final!y. by a process of
elimination. if the above constraints found matches then no markers should be lett If one
is left then the finaJ match is made to the only remaining ROA using distance as the deciding
criterion. If additional markers are left after this step. then they are discarded.
Even with these additional constnlints. oo....-ever. if the Kalman predictor is allowed to predict
far enough into the future (greater than I second. i.e. 30 time steps). the regions of
~ancc for different markers will overlap and thus the prediction will become useless for
the matching of marXers to tracks. To solve this problem a ph)'5icaJ model has been devised
to help improve the prediction and matdring process. This wi!! be described in the following
section.
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Figure 3.12 Aowchart of matching process
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3.5 Component Angle Model of Gait
This model is ;1 repre~entation of the angles that adjacent bo<iy iegmenls. Jnd thc:ir
corresponding lengths. make with world coordinate system. Tht:5e angles are broken into
their x, y. and z components and therefore given the name componem angle model. It was
designed specifically for the purpose of comparing the Kalman prediction against a physical
model of gait. Component angles are calculated from the 3D Kalman prediction data which
can then becomparc:d against the e,;pectcd or measured model. This subsection will describe
the model and the algorithm used to calculale the model from 3D coordinate d:ua.
3.5.1 Discussion of the Model
The model uses 3D marker position dam to define rigid bodies: two adjacent markers define
one rigid body. Figure 3.13 shows a three marker system with two rigid bodies.
Each rigid body forms three component angles (X, Y, Z) with respect to the world coordinate
system. The model consists of the lengths of !he rigid bodies, the connectivity of the markers
and the component angles.
Using this model, the locations of all the markers can be determined if the location of one
or more markers is known. The motion model has been developed by considering the three
dimensional motion of the rigid bodies (Kadaba et ai, 1990, Ramakrishnan and Kadaba. 1991,
Sutherland et ai, 1988).
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zfigure 3.13 Rigid body mode!
The conm:ccivity matrix forme example shown in Figure 3.13 is
(3.33)
This matrix shows that marker 2 fonns a rigid body with marker I and marker 3 fonns one
with marker 2. The component angles are easily determined by using the normalized veclo~.
DRl and nRz' of the rigid bodies which are defined by
(3.34)
where PI' PI' and.t: are the three: dimensional marker locations at time step k. These
normalized vectors are used to compute: the component x, y. and z angles that the rigid body
forms with the world coordinate system as shown in the set of equations (3.35)
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6,,(k) '*' acos([ I OO!-"R/(k))
6,,(k) .. acos([O I OlonR/(k»
8~I(k) z acos([O 0 t) ·"R/(k»
and
8 .. (k) "acos(II 0 OI·nR:T(k»
8.Jk) " acos([O I 0) .nR/(k»)
8~(k) .. acos({O 0 IlonR!T(t))
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These angles provide a. motion hisrory oflhe rigid body movemenlS. Since the rigid body
motion observed here is cyclic in nature. the length of one cycle is delennined and the mean
of several cycles is taken to fonn a pelt:enlage cycle model of motion shown in Figure 3.I-t
The figure shows the component angle cycles for one of the rigid bodies using data (rom one
of the test runs. The test runs will be e:<plained in the ne:<t chapter.
3.5.2 Development of the Algorithm
The physical model is used 10 compare predicted marl.::er locations with a set ~I of
motion and provide the data necessary to move the p~iclor back on track. The flowchart
foc lhis procedure is shown in Figure 3.15. The only time Wt the comparison to the: physical
model is made is if there are one or more mark.r:1S missing from view. If one or more
markers are missing md therefore their locations predicted. the physical model checking
routine is called. This routine uses the marker positions. which have alre:ldy been matched
to their corresponding [r.lCks. 10 calculate the component angles of the rigid bodies that they
fonn. A check is then made against the expected angle values at that particular location in
the cycle. If the angles are within a small range around the model component angles. the
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Figure 3.14 II (top left>, Y(top righO. and 2 (bottom) graphs of the component angle
cycle
comparison passes: ifnI){ it fails.
As long as there is one observed marker. the approJtirn3J:e locations of all other marl::ers can
be calculated. The connectivity matrix., along with the component angles per rigid body, and
their lengths. can be used to calculate the positions of the markers. For example. if P: were:
missing either PI or p! can be used along with their corresponding angles and the length [0
determine the location of Pl'
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One important constraint is that the software needs 10 know in which part of the cycle the
motion is occurring. Only then can a proper comp<ifison can be made. As mentioned
previously, the angle model based on the predicted and observed markers is calculated and
compared with the component angles at that location in the cycle. If the angles are within
a small range around the model angle (set to:5% of the gait cycle!. the comparison passes;
if not it fails. If it fails then the locations of the predicted markers are calculated using the
known locations of the observed markers. the length of !he: rigid bodies and the expected
angles at that point in the cycle.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE, RESULTS,
AND DISCUSSION
This chapce, describes the procedure used for testing the theory discussed in lhe previous
chapter. where the motion of a person (described in tenns of herlhis position coordinateSl is
lraCked by twO (or more) cameras placed at strategic locations. Mark.ers are located on key
anatomical sites on his or her body. Figure ~.l shows the data flow of the various algorithms
described in the last section. Software procedures. written in the MaclabT:\l progr.unmc:rs'
environment. were developed to leSt the theory outlined in Chapter 3.
At tho;; outset of the projecl it was expected that the data to test these routines would be
obtained from a camera vision system. Due to delays in obtaining the vision system. an
alremate methodology was used to oblain the data required for the verification of the lheory.
The data for the experiment came from the FOB measurement system. This system is
composed of three electromagnetic sensol'S and a base magnetic field generator. The sensors
return position and orientation dara to a data collection system. Section 4.1 describes the
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FOB system in greater detail. Sir:ce the range of measurement of the FOBs is a maximum
of three feet from the field generator. it does not allow fer tracking of gail. As a substitute
for penodic motion. markers were placed on a subject's arm and cydic/periodic rnO(ions
were performed.
'"The data from the sensors were already in 3D coordinal~with respect to the base :lOd could
be inpu~ directly to the Kalman prediction routine. However. [0 simulate a camera vision
system. the data were transformed to tWO simulated camera image planes which were
assumed to be the input to the system. [mage data were removed from sections of the record.
as required. to simulate periods when a marker was not seen by a camera. Figure 4.1 shows
the generalized flow of the data from one stage (subroutine) of analysis to the nex!. These
stages, depicted by the rectangular blocks. are discussed in detail in this chapter. The 3D
position data (marker tracks) from the FOB system were passed through a moving average
filter to remove some of the high frequency components from the data. These data (3D) were
then convened to the camera image planes (2D) using simulated camera transformation
matrices. The 20 traCks of data were tilen matched and reconstructed m retrieve the 3D
coordinates of the markers. The 3D coordinates were entered into the Kalman predictor
routine to be matched to their corresponding tracks (the tracking algOrit!UIl). The Kalman
predictor also filled the gaps in the tracks when markers were missing from view. Finally,
the matched markers were checked against the motion model discussed in Chapter 3 to
determine the correctness of the match.
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4.1 Experimental Setnp
4.1.1 The Flock of Birds
The FOB is a "six degree.
of-freedom" measurement
device that can track
position and orientation of
up to thirty magnetic
markers (Flock of Birds,
1995). Figure 4.2 shows
the setup used in the
laboratory. It has
transmitter (Xc\fTR) and
three receivers (RCVR). Figure 4.2 FOB configuration with three birds
The FOBs are connected to the hosl computer through a full duplex RS232C interface. The
second interface is a dedicated RS48S interface for communication between flock members
and is generically called the Fast Bird Bus (FBB). A picture ofrhe FOB system along with
the lhree transmittersheceiver on the wooden arm can be seen in Figure 4.3. A picture of the
FOB system can also be seen in appendix B.
The FOB system is capable of making from 10 to 144 measurements per second depending
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on various factors such as the number of birds used, the communication rate. the type of
measurement required, etc. With the current setup of three birds (markers) and a
communication (baud) rate of 9600. the maximum sampling rate for measuring positional
data is between 32·38 Hz.
Figure 4.3 Wooden arm attached wilh birds
When set to measure positional data, each receiver (Ihe bird) returns the x, Y, and z
coordinate distances, in inches, from Ihe transmitter. The transmitter is the reference point
with coordinate (0, 0, 0). The stalic positional accuracy of the FOB is stated 10 be .1" RMS
average (Flock of Birds. 1995) over the translational range. From slatic measurement trials
conducted it was shown thai the measured position values had a higher variance when a bird
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remove the curvalUre of the data (~ince we expecl a line). il does remove much of the high
frequency noise (slT'lOOlhs the data). Anomer possible source of error is thatlhe transrnJner
generates magnetic fields and hence is very sensitive to fl:rTOUS mews and thiCK obsttuetions.
This made the gathering of valid data extremely difficult.
Since the data from the FOB was already in 3D coordinalcs. no effort was made 10 determine
a calibration or computation to remove the curvature of the lines. Any I:rTOrs in tll<:
measurement were assumed 10 be the actual motion of the object in )D space. This error was
allowed because in general situations there were many unknowns with markers placed on
skin such as slippage of skin over a region and amount of body fat that caused lhe marker to
wobble differently with different subjects. This 3D data .....as then tr.ltIsformed to the image
planes of the simulated camerns to simulate measurement from a camer..-aided vision
system.
4.1.2 Simulating Camera Positioning
A simple pinhole camera model is simulated using the positiOrl (:to '1. z). the orientation (8,.
e,. ~) parameters of the camera wilh respect to me world coordinate reference point
(location and orientation of the FOB transmitter) and the foca.l length of the camera.
The 3D reconst.nJction of images require a minimum of twO cameras. Therefore. for testing
purposes and simplification of the algorithms it was assumec that only two cameras were
used. Figure 4.6 shows tWO cameras. with independent axes. pointed to a track: or area where
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for the "angle model algorithm:'
The first motion, run #1 (Figure 4.8), was a slow periodic circular movement over the top
of a plastic cylinder. The cylinder was weighted down to avoid any accidental movements
and carefully set to be within the range of the transmitter for the FOB. The figure shows a
large movement in the x. and y directions and minimal movement in the z direction.
y(inches} x (inches)
Figure 4.8 3D representation of motion history of the
markers A, B, and C in lUn #1
The second motion, run #2 (Figure 4.9), was a periodic motion over a semi-rectarlgular
configuration with rounded corners. The rectangular object was positioned venically and
placed at a 45° angle in the x-y plane to allow for farge changes in the x, y and z coordinates.
The figure shows that marker A has the greatest range in motion and is periodic. Marker B
also gives. a periodic motion with a reduced range. And marker C has a small planar periodic
motion, since a slight rocking of the body was required to complete the rectangular motion.
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y(inches) x (inches)
Figure 4.9 3D representation of motion history of markers
A, S, and C in run #2
The third motion. run #3 (Figure 4.10), was created by the subject flexing his/her arm. In
this motion, marker A was moved to marker position D to simulate markers in close
proximity with each other. The subject was positioned in the transmitter's range so as to give
the greatest motion in the x, y and z planes. The close proximity of the markers Band D
allowed for testing of overlapping ROAs.
~-c
~-DB
y(inches) "x (inches)
Figure 4.10 3D representation of motion history of
markers B, C and D in run #3
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This algorithm was tested by injecting different levels of white noise in the camera image
planes. The injected noise in the image planes of both cameras simulates digitizing errors,
numerical imprecision and electronic noise in video cameras. Appendix C describes the types
of noise in charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras and describes the procedure used to inject
noise in the image plane and detennine how the noise affects the precision of [he marker
coordinates. The RMS error In pixels was calculated for three different intensities of noise"
5. 10 and 20 percent. Table 4.1 contains one row of data from Table Cl and these R:\t1S
values are used to cOmJpt the: image coordinates [0 varying degrees by adding or subtracting
a randomly generated percentage of the RMS error from the known image coordinates.
Table 4.1 RMS error in pixel values caused by different intensities of white noise
To assess the success of the algorithm. the output array of matches was visually checked
against an expected output. The algorithm was considered to have failed if any of the marker
positions were found to be matched incorrectly. For example. if [he marker A in camera I
was matched to marker B in camera 2 then the algorithm had failed. For each noise intensity
the algorithm was run three times (since the: noise is random and gives different percentage
values} and the average percentage error of failures was then calculated. The error was
rounded up to the nearest 5%. Table 4.2 shows the results of the teSt forlhe 0%. 5%. LO%
and 20% noise levels.
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Before injecting the noise. the markers were matched between the images. This procedure
was successful for alllhree data sets. II can be seen from Table 4.2 that with less than 20%
signal-la-noise r;iltio in the image plane. the matching process failed. As was stated in the
literature review section. geometric matching was not sufficient for matching in noisy
scenarios and additional consuaints needed to be added.
With run #1 m~ than 5% failures S~:It approximately ISlJ; noise level. run #2 stat1ed
failing at approximately 17% noise level, and run #] stat1ed failing:It 8,* noise level. The
% errorenuyshowed the maximum percentage of failures. i.e.. the % error forrun#l :It 10%
noise reads as less than 20% of the markers were matched incorrectly. In other words 80%
of the m:lIches were done correclJy.
Run #1 Run #2 Run#]
'i; 'ilEtror Ii: 'il5Tor ~ '1Error
Noise Noise Noise
10
20 <20
10
20 <IS
10
20
<10
<85
Table 4.2 Results from noise injection test of the epipolar matching algorithm
Improving the matching capabilities of the epipolar algorithm by me addition of ex.tra
matching constraints was not considered. The reason being that. since these markers were
moving through 3D space witheUl simple constraints. it would be difficult (a establish
additional physical constraints in the image plane without inuoducing many computationally
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heavy rules. Another reason was that in commercial. systems alllhe markers were identical
and the lighting conditions and coatings on the markers were set to ma'timize the view of the
markers and remove aJl other background features. Therefore. no Other identitiable features
such as edges could be used to establish relationships between markers.
One solUlion to improve matching in noisy environments is to use active markers such as
color coded markers or markers blinking with a set frequency. Another solution is to use the
distance between markers as tixed lengths (Personal Correspondence. Mah 1996. Strukol
1996). But this would require extra information about the connet:tivity of the markers in the
image plane, as well as the orientation of the lengths. Another would be to ust: specific
marker sets such as using three markers per body segment (Personal. Correspondence.
Forstien 1996). This would require more complex algorithms for tracking and prediction of
the markers.
In addition to the while noise injection testS, !Wo additional. testS without noise were done
10 lest the constraintS. In the firsl tesl, image points were removed from one camera plane
to simulate obstructions to the camera and occlusion of markers, and the matching algorithm
was executed. The algorithm successfully matched the corresponding image points and
discarded the unmatched ones. In the second test, additional marker coordinates were added
to the image plane of one of the cameras to simulate unwanted artifacts. The test for missing
markers passed without any errors. The matching test only failed in test cases where the
injected point was closer to the calculalCd epipolar line than the actual point. A fonn of
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linear programming (Ayache 1991) in addition to epipolar matching may solve this problem.
This was not pursued further because it wasn't the main purpose of this work. and because
the acquiring of data from cameras and their 3D reconstruction algorithms were usually
provided with the hardware.
4.2.2 3D Reconstruction
lbis algorithm reconstructed 3D (world) coordinates using matched :!D limage! coordinates
It used the image malch information and the transformation mauices of the cameras in a least
squares approach [0 reconSlruCl the 3D coordinates. The same noise injection method used
in the epipolar matching was used for tesling the 3D reconSlruClion. Different noise levels
were added to the image plane data values to determine the effect they would have in
determining the 3D positions. To avoid any problems of incorrect matching. the noise in the
image plane was introduced after the matching algorithm was completed. A. squared error
(In the :c:. y, and z direction) was calculated between the observed mark.er loc.:nion and the
ret:onslructed location to determine the perfonnance of the reconstruction algorithm. This
error gave the minimum distance between the two points. The observed localion values (:c:.
y, z) were subtracted from the calculated location values, then squared. then surruned. and
the square roOI of the sum was obtained.
Table 4.3 shows the results of this test for noise ratios of5%, 100and:!0%. For runs #1 and
#2. the markers used are A, B. and C and for run #3 the markers used are markers D. B. and
C (refer to Section 4.1.3 for explanation on change of markers).
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~ y(in<ha)
Figure 4.12 Reconstructed 3D tracks of run #1: a) 5%
noise and b) 10% noise
4.2.3 Kalman Prediction Matching of Disjointed Tracks
Consider one sampling frame, t, of this two camera simulated vision system. The output
from the system is composed of two sets (list) of image: coordinate data. These two sets of
image coordinates are matched to their corresponding markers in the two images based on
the epipolar constraints. After the image coordinates are matched. the three dimensional
coordinates are calculated. At time 1+1 a new set of data is captured and the 3D coordinate
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dala reconstructed. These coordinate data have no detennined relationship to marker data
from previously sampled frames. This algorithm ser....es two purposes. The first purpose of
this algorithm is to malch the marker data from time step t to the mmer in time step t+1. i.e..
marker A in time step t is still marker A in time step t+1 and so on until time step t+n: to
track the markers through space. The second purpose is to predict the motion of .he marker
while it out of view of the vision system so ,hat a correct match can be made once the marker
is back in view.
In order to track the markers through space. the Kalman prediction algorithm. at llrne step
l. predicts the motion of a particular marker one step into ,he future. t+ I. This one step
prediction has an associated region of uncertainty around it which is assumed to be system
noise and measurement error. Al Lime Slep t+1 when me 3D locations arc: extracted from the
vision system a search is done to malch the observed (e"tracted) markers with their
prediction (regions) from time step t. If a marker. at t+l. falls within the region of
uncertainty (acceptance) for a panicular prediction. from t. then it is assumed by the
algorithm to be that same mark.er. So the connection is made and a track of that marker is
determined.
When data is missing for a period of time. the Kalman predictor continues its prediction for
as long as the data is missing. The moment the marker comes back into the view of the
vision system. the algorithm auempts to make a matCh to the previous marker locations based
on the last prediction. The only difference between this multi-step matching and the one·stcp
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matching is thaI the region of uncertainty will be much larger (Section 3A.2l. For testing this
aJgorilhm, only the three dala sets from the Flock of Birds system were used.
The reconstructed marker data, from the previous subsection. was used as Ihe input for this
algorithm. AI this slage, no noise was added to the coordinate data since the effect of noi~
was anaiyzed in the previous stages of the vision system. discussed in Section -1-.2.
Two conditions (tesIS) were devised for the algorithm. The first tesl involv«l the addition
of eXira markers. while the second teSI involved the removal of markers. A squared error
was calculated between the algorithm's matched marker (the final track OUtput) and the
observed marker. This showed the average error based on the length of prediction. It also
showed if there was any [YIJe of relalionship between Ihe error and the length 0; prediction.
The marker-to-track matching capability of the algorithm was tested visually (on the
computer scree", by observing the actual tracks against the predicted tracks. For the
algorithm 10 pass, the observed markers had to be matched to their correct tracks. As
mentioned in Section 3.4, matching markers to their tracks was done using three constraints
which are: (i) the prediction ROAs; (ii) distance of the observed marker from the center of
any ROA and; (iii) matching of the velocity profile of an observed marker with that of a
predicted track. The test Involving the addition of extra markers passed for most cases and
the correct matches between the observed markers and their corresponding track hislories
were found. The only time the matching failed was when there were tWO markers in the
ROA and the insened marker was closer to the ROA center than the observed marker.
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This failed case appeared after the prediction of many (>30) time :iteps of a marker track.
A'i was staled before. the longer the prediction was allowed to run, the greater the region of
uncertainty and therefore the greater the ROA and the greater the possibility o,)f extr.l markers
falling in the ROA. This large ROA. as can be seen in the following tests. did cause some
problems with matching. However, the introduction of checking the matched 3D markers
against the physical model, as shown in the next secrion. eliminated this erroneous matching.
Significant testing has been done to leSt the prediction and malching of the marker localions
when the markers disappeared from view for differem lengths of lime...-\s a reference CJSC:.
the prediction and matching was run with no missing dma and the error calculated was zero
Twelve tests were done for each run by changing lhe size of the gap of missing data and
changing the number of missing markers. [n tests 1-6 one marker at a time was removed for
a period of time which increases from test IlOlest 6. For each of the lhree runs. sampled at
30 Hz, the location and length of missing marker segments are given in Table ~A (substilute
marker D for marker A in f'Jn #3). Figure 4.13 gives a simulated example (missing gaps
were exaggerated) of test no. 1 in Table 4.4 which shews three separate tracks with different
segments of data missing.
Similarly. for tile testS 7-12 two markers were removed simultaneously for increasing periods
oftime. Three combinations of the three mark:ers~ given fer each. Table -1-.5 shows these
combinatioQS. The Mt row in the table shows that markers A (0) and B have a gap al to-
20 time steps. markers B and C have a gap at 80 - 90 time steps and markers A (0) and C
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have agap at 150-160.
Location of missing data (time steps)
Marker A (0) Marker B MarkerC
10- 20 80 - 90 150 - 160
10- 30 80 - tOO 150 - 170
10 - 40 80 - 110 150 - 180
10- 50 80 - 120 150- 190
10 - 60 80 - 130 150 200
10 -70 80 - 140 150 - 210
'j,
1%
Test Length
No. (sec) I-----r---=--'-r--'-'---j
Table 4.4 Tests 1-6 based on length and location of missing data
Example of missing gaps in tracks
100
80
~
c 60
c 40
i5 20
Time units (30 steps = 1 second)
• A • 8 • C
Figure 4.13 Three marker tracks with one gap (missing markers)
per track (No.1)
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The rest of this sub-section is separated into tllree partS. one for each run.
·t2.3. L Run #1
As can be seen in Table 4.6. for run # I all the {es[S passed. but to match the markers to their
tracks after the 1'13 seconds (4) mark required the use of all tttrc:e constraints.. [n run #2. the
motion failed at the Ph seconds (5) mark ior both the one 11-6) and two O-I:!) marker
missing tests. It required the first tWO constraints to make proper match after the '/3 second
(missing length of time) mark. Also. in this case. the third constraint was not useful in
Obtaining a proper match. With run #3. since the markers were much closer ~B and Ol and
the motion was faster. the matching algorithm failed with the tWO missing markers tests (/-
12) at 2!J seconds (8). It also failed at the 2 second (6) mark with the one missing marker
tests (1-6). And again. the third constraint did not prove to be useful in this test run. The
reason for the failures in all the cases was that the ROAs became toO large. more than one
marker fell in their region and the wrong marker was matched based on the dislance
measurement to the ROA center.
Tables 4.7. 4.8. and 4.9 (4.8 and 4.9 are given laler) show the squared error of selected tests
for the three runs. Table 4.7 contains the squared error values for the '13 second. 1 second.
and 2 seconds for both the one and two markers teSts of run # 1. Table 4.8 contains the
squared error values for. 'h second. I second, and 1'13 second tests for both the one and two
marker missing tests of run #2. Table 4.9 contains the squared error vaJues ~or '13 seconds,
I second and (I!.l seconds tests arc: shown for the one marker test and 'h seconds for the two
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marker test of run #'2. The general trend that can be observed in these tables is that while the
markers are matched properly. especially for run #1. the longer the prediction of the motion
was allowed to continue. fhe greater the error between the predictIOn and the actual motion.
Tesl E~ 1 missingmmer T,. E"", ~ mis~ing markers
'0.
"'"=
'0. square
m' m= A C ." mean A B Cg;ao (ioch2) u, (incln
e/ e,2 0.01 0.01
[
e.2 7 e~" 0.01(1135) ('I3s)
e/ eo" 0.01
e/ 0.15 0.03 0.041 e," 0.205 0.767 0.05
e/ 0.393 0.196 0.1281 9 e." 0.225 0.464 0.04(Is) (Is)
eo" 0.03 e/ 0.08 0.357 0.06
e/ I.M7 0.906 0.3045 e/ IA86 7.696 0.225
6
e/ 4.131 3.359 1.4433 " E)" 2.102 5.631 0.07(2s) (25)
e/" 0.02 00407 E,2 0.571 2.012 0.508
Table 4.7 Selected squared error resulls from run Itl
Table 4.7 shows that there is an increase in error between the known location and the
predicted location as the time period for prediction increases. As the prediction was allowed
to run beyond the full 2 second interval. the prediction diverged from the actual marker
paths. There seems to be no other discernible relationship between the length of Ihe
prediction and the error. The divergence for markers A, B, and C can be seen in Figures
4.14,4.15, and 4.16 which shows test case 12 of run #1.
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Marker A - X component
Time steps (1 second ::: 30 steps)
Actual Track Predicted Track
Upper Limit Lower Limit
Figure 4.14 (a) X Coordinate Track of Marker A for run # 1 (passed)
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Marker A - Y Component
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AClualTrack
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Figure 4.14 (b) Y Coordinate Track of Marker A for run # I (passed)
l()()
Marker A - Z Component
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ROAz I20 / ~
./
./
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/
~
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"
"5
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Time steps (lse<:ood=30slC:ps)
Actual Track Predicted Track
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Figure 4.14 (c) Z Coordinate Track of Marker A for run # 1 (passed)
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IIca.... besecn in Figu~4.14a3nd Figure 4.14b lhat the Kalman filler isaceur.:lte in p~ieting
the motion foc approximately half of the missing data interval and is as far as 5 f~t away at
l.he end cfthc pm:Liction interval (1()'70). To maICh this ROA to the correct obser....cd marker
requires lhe using the ROA constrain!. as well as thedi~ and ....elocity consuainlS. It can
be secn from the 3ClUal and predicted lines mat the correct match is found for this marker:lt
the end of the first interval.
Al the end of the Sttond interval (150-210). it is :iCen Ihat both Ihe X and Z ROA
cOr.lponenlS contained both lhc observed rnarl::er and predict.:d localions. while the Y
.:omponenl ROA contains only the predicted mark:er position with lhe obsen'e<! marXer
position approximalely 2 (~t away from the edge. In this case only the ROA and the
distance (second) constraint are needed to match the p~dicted marker track's ROA to the
observed marker location. In this interval. the Kalman filtercorrectJy p~diclS the motion of
Ihe marker for a third o(lhe interval (150-210). The divergence oime Kalman filter (rom
the observed marker values occum at the point when the acceleration of the marker changes
significantly.
Figure 4.15 also has IWO intervals of missing data at 10 to 70 and 80 to 140. In the flt'St
interval (10-70), only the ROA constraint is used (or matching until about the 49'" lime step
when the Y coordinale (Figure 4.15b) prediction ROA no longer contains the observed
marker locations. Then the secondary (distance) constraint is used to match the observed
marker position 10 the ROA oftbe predicted track.
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Figure 4.15 (a) X Coordinate Track of Marker B for run # 1 (passed)
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Marker B - Y component
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Figure 4.15 (b) Y Coordinate Track of Marker B for run # I (passed)
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Marker B - Z component
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Figure 4.15 (e) Z Coordinate Track of Marker B for run # 1 (passed)
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The use of the IWO constraintS IROA and distanCe, continuos unlil the end of the: internJ
(70). "is secn that the Kalman filte:raccurate:ly predictS tht: motion of the mlssmg rrt:I.I'kc:r
fO{" approximately 15 time: sreps I'h 2 second, and by Ihe JCF lime: step. In the mter...al. the
prediction and it"s associated ROA no longer cont3..in the observed marker !oc.auon.
The prediction aI the second inte:rvall80--140) followed a paCte:rn similar 10 W (It'it Inte:r.aI.
where only the ROA constraint is u.sed for matching unnl the Y coordinate prediction, J.I the
120'· time step, and its associated RO,,),, no longer contains the actual obse!,,'e:d pa.th of the:
markers and thus the addition of Ihe distar!ce constraint is needed to periorm the correct
matching. In this InterYal it is obser-'ed thaI the Kalman fil:er predicts the motion accurately
for o"'er :W lime steps and by the 49'" time step, in the: illte!"'a], the prediction and it's
associated ROA are no longer coat3..ined the observed marker localion,
In Figure -l.16. the data missing intervals are bet""~n SO 10 14() and 150 to :! 10. In the lirst
missing data intc!,,'al (~I40),lhe ROA oftbc: prediCted tr«k al ....-ays COOWn5 the o05en:ed
uack. therefo~ only the fltSt constraint (ROA) is used in matching. In the second inte:,,·a.!
(150-210). the distanee (second) constraint is lleC%SSal)' for matChing when the Y coordilU.le:
ROA of the preclicted track no longer contains the actual uack. data. at [he 180'" time Step.
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Figure 4.16 (8) X Coordinate Track of Marker C for run # 1 (passed)
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Marker C - Y component
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Figure 4.16 (b) Y Coordinate Track of Marker C for run # I (passed)
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Marker C - Z component
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Figure 4.16 (e) Z Coordinate Track of Marker C for run # I (passed)
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It is seen in both intervals that the Kalman filler accur.l.le[y predicts the motion for only 10- [5
time steps. Even though the p~diction and its associated ROA. ior the major pan of the
interval, contain the observed marker and is in close proximity to the observed marker. the
motion is not accurately predicted.
The three Figures ~.14. ~.15. and 4. [6 show that the prediction continues based on the last
known values for pOSition velocity and acceler.l.lion. even though the motion had changed
in the interval of prediction
This is a limitation of the linear Kalman filter because then: is no constraint provided 10
change the direction of the prediction when no marker is ob.ieryed. This is why the
prediction algorithm cannOI be allowed to run for long periods of time without additional
The three groups of graphs in Figures 4.14. 4.15. and 4.16 shows that In the first 10 to 20
steps of the missing data sections. the algorithm predicts the motion of the markers
adequately. If the missing markers became visible to the camera in this shan period after
they disappeared. the prediction would be accurate. Generaily. t"'Ie predictor diverged when
the prediction was allowed to run longer and the more the actual marker motion underwent
accelerations. For example. within the 80 10 140 time interval in Figure 4.16 for the X. Y
and Z coordinates the prediction follows the actual motion closely. However. for the time
interval of 150 to 210. the prediction diverges from the actual path. It is seen that the
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~ctor is only good forpredietion of complex mCHion for shon period.~ of time since il is
a linear predictor. The next section discusses a melhod to improve the prediclion of the
acluaJ l1lOlion when lhe marker is OUI of view of the cameras.
In this run (#I), the algorithm is very successful in the laSk ofconnecling a marker to its track
after a period of prediction. It is able to correclly malch the markers 10 their corresponding
tracks after the 2 seconds, for both lhe one and IWO missing marker tests.
4.2.3.2 Run #2
Table 4.8 shows the squared mean error of selected test from run #2. From Table 4.6 it is
seen Ihal the matching for Ihis run failed al l:lf:l seconds for balh the one missing marker and
IwO missing marker tests. Table 4.8 contains data from selecled tests: 'h second. I second
and I'h second restS for both the one marker missing and tl....O marker missing tests. This is
different from Table 4.7 in thai the 2 second tests could not be included smce it failed at {he
IV:. secondteslS.
Again this table shows an increase in error with the increase in prediction length. No other
relationship between prediction length and error can be seen from the data. One of the
reasons for not being able to detennine any olher special relationships between prediclion
and the error is mat the error depends on the change in motion while it is out of view of the
vision system. This means that a relationship between the error and type of motion (i.e. slow,
fast. straight.lWist5 and turns) may be dctennined but a relationship belwecn the prediction
III
length and error cannol be delermined.
Te"l E~ I missing marker Test E=, ! missiTlg markers
00. square square
"d m,,, A C
,nd m,,,
A C
"'.
{in(:h!}
''0 (in~h~)
e,z e/
1
e/ 7 e/('135) ('135)
e.~ e/ 0.01
e,z 0.04 0.03 e.::' 0.07 0.04
3
e/ 0.02 0.04 9 e/ 0.04 0_07(Is) (Is)
e/ 0.05 0.01 e/ 0.04 0.2 0.04
E.::' 0.09 O.DI e/ 0.153 0.09 0.02
e/ 0.05 0.104 O.O:!! 10 E/ 0.09 0.171(I'l3s) (1'I3S)
E,2 0.113 0.01 E.~ 0.1 0.43 0.09
Table 4.8 Selected squared error results from run #1
The graphs for run # I shows the successful runs. but for runs #2 and 1t3 only the failed test
grdphs 'lfe selecled. one failure for each run. These graphs are also !>hown to explain how
the matching process fails for the runs. The X component graph labels the length of the gap
of missing data. The Y component graph labels the location of the error in matching and the
ROAy (Y component of the ROA). The Z component graph labels the ROA z AJso. the data
in the graphs have been trimmed to view only the area of interest.
Figure 4.17. from run #2. shows the uaek. for test no. 11. Marker B. in which the error occurs
causing the test to fail. The failure occurs in the first missing data interval (IQ.60) at the 55"'
time step.
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Figure 4.17 (a) X coordinate of marker track in run #2 which failed
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Figure 4.17 (b) Y coordinate of marker lrack in run#2 which failed
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Marker B - Z component
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Figure 4.17 (c) Z coordinate of marker track in run #2 which failed
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As can be seen in anyone of the componenl graphs the ROA is increasing almost linearly
until about time step 55. then a discontinuity star..s and lasts until the end of the dam mls~ing
interval al time step 60. The X and Y component graphs dearly show that this portion in this
small error region has a different mOlion than it's previous track hislOry (a discontinuity) and
in the Zcomponem graph the prediction in this error region ,Z coordinate only! is nearly 15
inches away from the observed track. This incorrect matching occu~ because another visible
marker is encompassed by [he growing ROA and therefore Ihe marker is malched to the
ROA's track (B's track). Once the missing marker (B) is back in view oflhe cameras the
algOrithm is able [0 recover from it'S erroneous matching by using [he distance constraint.
The two major differences between run #2 and run #1 is that there are Slightly larger
componentS of acceleration in run #2. seen by the sharper comers thaI were in the motion
path for run #2. and the straighter lines of motion (Figure 4.9). The run fails because the
ROA becomes large enough to encompass a neighboring marker and a wrong match is made.
Despite the error in matching, the algorithm corrects itself once the nussing marke~ becomes
visible. On comparing Table 4.8 with Table 4.7 it is noted that the error in table 4.8 is much
smaller. On further examination. while there are sections of motion with higher acceleration
(the come~). the majority of the motion is almost linear and therefore the prediction
generally tends to approximate the motion. Thus the error is much smaller. For this test case
the Kalman filler predicts the motion of the nussing marke~ accurately for longer gaps (40-
50 time steps).
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4.233 Run#3
Table 4.9 shows the error squared mean values from run #3. This table show:> selected
values for tests at the '13 second mark for both the one and twO marker missing test:> and at
the I second and 171:1 seconds marks for the one marker missing tests. This run. as can be
seen from Table ~.6, failed at the 2 second mark for Ihe one marker test and at the 1f:J, second
mark for !he two markers test. Table 4.9 shows the large error at test no. 5. Because of the
size of the error for Y coordinate il can be assumed diat the prediction for that coordinate was
rapidly diverging.
Test Error I missingmarl:er Test E=' 2 missir.g markers
M. square eo. square
ond m,~
C
ond m,~
C
"0 (im;h2) AID
'"
(inch~) AID
E.
, 0.02 0.L07 0.033 E,: 0.03 0.146 0.06
l
e/ 0.03 0.019 7 e/ 0.07 0.09 0.08('!:Is) ('hs)
e<~ 0.02 0.02 0.044 e/ 004 0.03 0.06
E,
, 0.357 2.085 0.4951 e/
3
e/ 0.99 1.481 1.1842 e/ :::~/A(l ,) -,:-~
e/ 0.291 0.14 0.4832 e/ ~:~'-~ :~~-' ...........
e.' 1.145 5.626 1.2966 e/ ~-~"[~~ ~:_~j.
5
e,' 4.056 10.53 5.3815 e/ .~.~ .WAc!(l2I:IS) ...::.:_.,=-:-
e' 0.291 0.14 0.4832 e' ::"~-,:~"" ~; ':i':f
T.able 4.9 Selecled squared error results from run #3
The main reasons for the early failure in lhe two missing markers test are that die marlt.ers
B and D are much closer together and that the motion is highly nonlinear (Figure 4.(0).
However, with the one marker missing tests (1-6) the algorithm is still very successful at
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Marker D - X component
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Figure 4.18 (a) X coordinate of marker track in run #3 which failed
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Marker D - Y component
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Figure 4.18 (b) Y coordinate of marker track in run #3 which failed
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Also it can be concluded Lt,at this Kalman filter routine with the three constraints IS excellent
Jt matching markers to their tracks when there are no missing markers (trJclUng only) and
it performs well for over short gaps in the data if only one marker is missing or if the malion
is not tOO complex over the prediction period
4.2.4 Distance Constraint Matching of Disjointed Tracks
To detennine if the use of the Kalman algorithm is an improvement oversimple matching,
for example, drawing a straight line between tWO previous points and extrapolating a future
point, a simple distance constraint algorithm has been developed to ~rform the matching of
the disjointed tracks. This algorithm can nOt predict the motion of the markers when [hey
are missing. It is assumed that once the matches between disjointed traCks are made a curve
fitling/filling algorithm could be used to fill the gaps.
The Euler distance between observed markers at time frame t and the known marker tracks
at lime frame t-I arc calculated. For a 3 marker system this gives nine possible combinations
(3 tnCks and 3 markers) which. arc sorted based on sh.Orte5t distance and !hen match.ed to the
co~ponding tracks. As each track and marker is matched, all other combinations for either
the marker or the track are removed from the list of combinations until all the markers are
matched to disparate traCks. For e:w;arnple. if one marker is missing then six combinations
are calculated (3 EraCks and two markers). The two marker and track combinations with the
shortest distances between them arc matched to each other leaving one traCk unmatched (the
last known position for this track was s[ored). When the marker comes back into view, the
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combinations (3 markers and] tracks) are again calculated between the last known positions
of tracks and the currenl observed markers. The distance between the tracks and markers are
calculated and matching is done by using the shonest distance as the criteria. Table -l. JO
contains the size of the gap (in time frames) where the matching of disjointed trucks fails for
each of the three runs when lhere is one or two markers missing. It should be noted that the
Joca,ions of the gaps are the same as those described in Section 4.3.3.
R~n t--,---,--_'_;u:c...c0f..:":;cp.o,,.of,:cilu:-"=--__----j
I missing marker 2 missing markers
18
31 I
13
"
Table 4.10 I...cngth of gap before algorithm failed
The results show that the success of this technique is strongly related to the complex.ity and
speed of motion as well as prox.imity of markers to each other. For simple motion and one
marker missing, this technique works in matching markers wilh their corresponding tracks
for long gaps (>20 frames @ 30 Hz· less than I second) as can be seen in run # I and #2
In run # 3 the proximity of the markers and the speed of the motion plays an imponant role
in the failure of the algorithm. And with more than one marker missing the performance of
the algorithm deteriorates. These results can be compared against Table 4.6 which shows
the general location where the Kalman algorithm fails. For run #1 the Kalman algorithm
performs the correct marching within a 60 frame (2 second) gap for born one and two missing
marker tests. For run #2 the Kalman algoritJun fails at the 50 frame gap (1% second) for
born one and two missing marker tests. For run #3 the Kalman algorithm fails at the 60 (2
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second) frame gap for the one markl:r missing tesl and at the 20 frame gap (:¥3 second I for
the two markers missing lest. It can be concluded that the Kalman matching algorithm is an
improvement over this distance constraint technique,
4.2.5 Testing the Model
It was shown in section 4.2.3 Ihat the: Kalman predictor is not accurate in predicting the
motion of the markers if they are OUI of view of the vision system for long periods of time
(greater thai 20-25 time steps). An extra criteria is added to the prediclion algorithm to
predict the actual mOlion of the markers when Ihey were not visible. It is proposed thaI a
physical motion model could be used to aid me Kalman prediction algorithm. In the tracking
of other types of motion physical models, .....hich modeled the approximate malian, have been
used to help predict the motion more accuralely. The physical model algorilhm developed.
in conjunction with the Kalman predictor algorithm, seeks (0 predict such motion.
The physical motion model developed for this work is the angle component model. The
model uses the marker track position data and the relative positions of the markers to each
other to create Ihree component angle models, one for each coordinate. An algorithm is
wrinen to check the prediction from the Kalman predictor/matcher againsl the compuled
model.
The algorithm accepts 3D marker data after the prediction/malching routine used the ROAs
and other constraints 10 match £he observed andlor predicted markers to their corresponding
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The tests consist of ~moving sections of traCk data as done in the previous subseclion. The
12 cases listcdzte ron again for lhis algorithm for the I~ sclSofrun.sfitl. #::!. and #3), A.II
lhe lests passed the matching of me observed markers 10 their co~sponding tr.ICks. While
the p~vious algonlhm has failures as are noted in Table ~ 6. no failures are obscl"\'ed by the
use of the component angle model algorilhm. Also, this algorithm accurately predicts the
motion of the mar1cers wtUle they a.re out ofvicw of the vision system. The following tables
contain the c:alculated error squared mean values for selected test cases. These: c~culations
are done to detennioc the error in the new algorithm and to provide a basis for comparing the
perfonnance of the addition of the new algorithm to the Kalman prediclionimOltching
algorithm (alone).
Tab!e 4.11 contains the error values for the same selecled tests as in Table 4.7. These teSIS
are the 113 secorKl., I second ~d 2 seconds <fat;] for both the one marker missing ~d IWO
marker missing conditions. As can be ~n in the table. the error has increased as the length
of the prediction interval hasi~. The increase. howe\'er, doesn't seem to follow any
specific panem. The accuracy of prMiction depends on the type of motion thai. occurs during
the inlerval of praliction. If it is similar [0 thc earlier motion, dle p~ic:or is accurate but
if large changes in veloci£y and acceleration occur men the F~ictor IS not accurate. The
errors in magnitudes are smallercompa.red to the results in Table 4.7, especially when the
interval of prediction becomes Iaeger. The reason fol' this is that the model checking
algorithm modifies the prediction as it moves away from it's model. This is illustrated
clearly in Figures 4.19 . 4.20, and 4.21. These figures containes the graphs of predicted
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track. the actual track. and the upper and lower error bounds for the X. Y. and Z coordin3tes
for run it 1 and the 2 second test with two maricers missing.
Em>< I miuingmarlc:er Em>< 2 missing martc:rs
T~, "'~ T~, "'"'"~
A C
~~
A C(inch~) inch~)
e/ G.Ol E. ~ 0.02
e/ e/ om om 0.02
e/ e/
e.' 0.05 0.02 0.065 e.! 0.113 0.04 0.05
e/ 0.03 0.04 0.072 e/ 0.198 0.06 0.105
e,~ om 0.02 0.081 e/ 0.05 om 0.08
e/ 0.08 0.03 0.107 e,~ 0.32 0.08 0.1
e/ 0,07 0.08 0.148 12 e/ 0.82 0.129 0.21)
e' 0.03 0.367 0.16 e.! 0.438 006 0.172
Table 4.11 Selected squared error results from run #1
These lhrec figures have a similar format .as the ones in the Section 4.2.). AU show only the
portions where the prediction occurred to keep the resolution of the graphs as high as
possible. Also to keep the grapb.s as uncluttered as possible only the X coordin:ate gnph is
marked to show the locations of the rrussing dna and hence the prediction region. The Y
coon:lin.ate graph is m.ar:k:ed to snow the oscillation of the model and the predictor. Finally.
in the Z coordinate graph. two regions (I and 2).all: marked in the data missing interval (see
coordinate Y graph). Region 1 shows. the Kalman prediction (alone) while region 2 shows
the predictions with the added model checiC.ng. It should be noted that region 2 consistS of
both Kalman predictions with and without angular component corrections (when the
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prediction marches the model no cOlTeCtion is requiredl.
In Figure 4.19. it can be seen from the X coordinate graph that me tWO intervals of p~iction
for marlcer A are 10 to 70 and 150 to 210 time steps (test I:!). The Z coordinate graph dearly
shows the twO regions labeled 1 and:!. In the fi~l interva.l (11)..70). lhe Kalman prediction
runs until the 17'" time step is reached (:!7'" time Step in gmph) where the error between the
prediction:md the expected model is l3lge enough to invoke the model cOrRCtion algorithm.
This shift to the model algorithm can be seen in the Z coordinate gmph because the ROA,
grows nicely in Region I and becomes seemingly erratic: in Region:! of both intervals 10-70
and 150-210. The oscillations are formed 3S the Kalman predictor and the angle component
algorithm worked together. When the angle component algorithm·s corrections are
calculated and input fed back into the: Kalman algorithm. the: predictor·s most recent lime
history data are changed. This obviously affects the future predictions. If the change
between the predicted values and the corrected va.lues are great then the Kalman filter
interprets the change as a large acceleration and this causes an overshoot in the next
predicted value. This prediction is checked against the model agoun and if it does not match
the model. it will again perfonn a correction which IS fed back into the predictor. This
continues until the prediction is back on track with the expected model of motion.
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Marker A - X component
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Figure 4.19 (a) X coordinate of marker A in run # [ with Kalman/Model algorithm
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Figure 4.19 (b) Y coordinate of marker A in run # t with KalmanlModel algorithm
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Marker A - Z component
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Figure 4.19 (c) Z coordinate of marker A in run #1 with KalmanlModel algorithm
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The size of the oscillations varies depending on the coordinate graph viewed. For reference
pUll>OSCs it is observed from the Y coordinate graph that the oscillations in the fi~l intetyal
riO to 70 time steps)~ low and in the second interval rl50 to 110 time slepsJare high. The
magnitude of the oscillations depend on the size of the correction between the prediction
algorithm and the angle model algOrithm. The greater Ihe difference. the greater the
magnitude. Once the prediction algorithm is on traCk. it will use only the Kalman filter until
the predictions diverges again. ([ should also be noted that the error bounds. ,he ROAs.
during the modeVprediction stage are proportional to the variance in the measurement data.
The removal of these oscillations is not easy since the corrections have to be input back into
the Kalman filter. If they are not put back into the Kalman filter. then the filter will continue
to predict along the erroneous path.
Figure 4.10. the graphs of the track of marker B. showes results similar to Figure ~.19. The
intervals of prediction (for (cst no. 12). as seen in the X coordinale graph are between 10 to
70 time steps and 80 to 140 time steps. The Kalman prediction algorithm predicts the motion
for 17 time steps in the fi~t interval and II time steps in the second interval. The angle
model algorithm combined with the Kalman prediction algorithm predicts the mOlion until
the end of the intervals.
The Kalman prediction and angular model correction algorithms are accurate in predicting
the motion in the X and Y coordinates. This can be seen by the low error values obtained
for this run in Table 4.11. For the Z coordinate graph. the prediction of shape of me motion
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is accurate but !.he actual positioning is in error by an offset ~·alue. This error couJd hav~
been caused by the variance in the rigid body leng!.h between mar'..:er B and marker A or
marl.::er C. whicht:vt:r was correc:ly observed.
This slightly Iargc:rerror rate can be from the results given in Table -til. E\"CfI though the~
is an offsctting error in the Z component. it is less lhan .2 inches. Therefore. in 3D space the
combination of the two algorithms can be said (0 be ~·ery good in predicting motion.
Figure ..1-.21. which shows the motion of marker C. exhibits resuits simiJar to lhe pre~'ious
graphs. The regions of prediction (for test J2). as seen in the X coordinate graph. are
between 80 to [40 and 150 to 2[0 time steps. The prediction and model correction
algorithms are good for all three coordinate data. The Z coordinate graph of this figure is
good for illustrating. in the 150-2(0 interval. the predictor error growing larger until (about
the 170 time Step location) it gelS large enough to be chang«i in the model algorithm.
All three figures. 4.!9. 4.20. 4.11. show that the mark~r matching and prediction of the
motion in the regions of missing data. are excellent for run #1. Runs #2 and if) show similar
results and therefore the figures of the mar1:er plors were not shown. Howev~r the error
tables arc given to show the improv~men[ in the error between the output of the algorithms
and the actual tracks.
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Figure 4.20 (a) X coordinate: of markerS in run #1 with KalmanlModel algorithm
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Figure 4.20 (b) Y coordinale of marker B in run #1 with KalmanIModel algorithm
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Figure 4.20 (c) Z coordinate of marker B in run #1 with KaJrnanlModel aJgorithm
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Figure 4.21 (a) X coordinate of marker C in run #1 with KalmanIModel algorithm
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Figure 4.21 (b) Y coordinate of marker C in run #1 with KalmanlModel algorithm
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Figure 4.21 (e) Z coordinate of marker C in run #1 with KalmanIModel algorithm
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Error I missing marker Erro, 2 missing markers
Test square Test square
me,"
A B C
mean
A B C(inch2) (inch!)
E.' E.'
E,' E,' om
E,' E,'
E,' 0.Q2 0.02 0.01 E,' 0.05 0.02 om
E,' 0.02 0.04 0.036 E,' 0.03 0.04 0.06
E,' 0.01 E,' 0.02
E,' 0.02 0.03 0.01 e/ 0.07 0.03 0.02
E,' 0.02 0.05 0.052 10 e/ 0.05 0.06 0.09
E' 0.01 E' 0.02 0.02 0.03
Table 4.12 Selected squared error resulls from run #2
Error I missing marker Erro, 2 missing markers
Test
"l"= Test "l"=
'0. meoo A B C '0. mea. A B C(inch!) (inch!)
E.' 0 0 0.011 E,' 0 0 0.06
1 E,' 0 0 0.01 7 e/ 0.03 0.01 0.03
e/ 0 0 0.021 E,' 0.02 0.01 0.109
E,' 0 0.02 0.029 E,' 0.02 0.02 0.06
3 E,' 0 om 0.021 9 E,' 0.08 0.05 0.05
E,' 0 0.02 0.037 E,' 0.06 0.05 0.112
E.' 0 0.03 0.029 E,' 0.05 0.03 0.07
5 E,' 0.1 0.06 0.021 12 E,' 0.168 0.102 0.125
E' 0 0.06 0.037 E' 0.145 0.09 0.154
Table 4.13 Selected squared error results from run #3
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The silt tesls error data in Table 4.12 ::an be compared directly with the data in Table -1..8.
As can be seen by Ihis comparison. the general trend is that (he corresponding emries in
Table 4.8 show greater errors than those in Table 4.12. with the exception oithe C marker.
This can be explained by the fact that the C marker omput. as shown in Figure -t21. is offset
by a small error even though the shape of the predicled motion is comparable to the actual
motion.
Table 4.13 contains the error values for four of the same testi a.,; m Table -1..9 (only -I. teSts
available). This has been done so that comparisoni could be made between the twO tables
These tests are the 'h second for both the one and two IT'jssing marker tests. the I second and
the I% second lest for the one missing marker tes!. The other t'Wo consist of the I iecond
test for two missing marker case and the:: second test for the twO missmg marker Ca:ie.
The error rolle is generally much lower. by orders of magnitudes. in T.:lble -1..13 than Table -1..9
between the four matching tests. As the interval of prediction increases. the gap between the
two errors also increases quite dramatically. This can be seen in test 5 of Table ...\..13 where
the error values are much smaller than the teSI no. 5 of Table 4.9.
This section has shown that the addition of the physical model (to the Kalman predictor) has
significantly improved the matching process between the observed/predicted marker
locations and their corresponding tracks. lllls model also has greatly improved the capability
of me software to predict the motion of the markers wben they are out of view oftbe system.
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4.2.6 Summary
This section has shown that the epipolar matching routine is adequate for matching image
points between cameras as long as the noise in the system doesn't exceed approximately 10%
of the signal strength.
The Kalman predictor/matcher is good at matching observed marker points with their tracks.
It was shown to work well with the single missing marker tests; all three test runs passed for
the I 1/3 seconds test. It worked fairly well when two markers were involved; the only case
where it failed badly was with run #3. However the Kalman predictor was not very good at
predicting complex motions. It worked well for a few (15 to 20) time steps and then
depending on the motion it might or might not have continued along the path of the marker.
(t was also noticed that the prediction algorithm diverged fast if the mmion was fast and/or
complex.
A physical model algOrithm based on angular motion was developed to aid the Kalman
predictor in checking the matches made a.'ld make corrections if necessary. This algorithm,
along with the Kalman algorithm, worked very well at matching markers to their tracks and
predicting the marker paths when the markers were out of view of the vision system.
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CHAPTERS
Co CLUSIO SAD RECOMMENDATIO S
The study presented in this thesis was concerned with the marker tracking capabilities of
computer-aided vision systems. The markers being tracked were placed at salient points on
an arm and periodic motion exercises were performed. The study focused on the matching
of markers with their corresponding track histories; matching segments of tracks with
corresponding segments when portions of the marker's path, the track, were obstructed or
lost from view of lhe vision system; and the recovery of the motion of the markers while they
\I.'ere obstructed or lost from view of the vision system
Relevant theory was described in Chapter 3 and since a computer vision laboratory was not
available for testing, smaller scale testing was done with the Rock of Bm:ls (fOB) system.
TIle FOB system provided positional data in 3D coordinates. This data was lransfonned to
camera image coordinates of simulated cameras in a simulated gait lab. The data was also
comlpted with white noise and put through a matching and reconstruction process to recover
the 3D position coordinates. These recovered coordinates were then used in the
prediction/matching/tracking algorithm.
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Three test runs were examined by this simulated system. To get the periodic mOlion Ihe
markers '¥\-"ere placed on a subjet:t's limb and the subJet:1 had to move Ihrough specific paths
These were: (i) a slow motion over the mouth ofa plastic cylinder (run #1); (ii) a faster one
around a semi-rectangular object with rounded comers (run #2) and (iii) a still faster motion.
the flexing of the arm of the subject (run #3).
The Kalman prediclor was used 10 match Ihe markers with their track histories and predict
complex mOlion for short periods (113 to Y1 of a second) of motion. The cycle llmes varied
from run #1. appro:o:immely 2.2 seconds, to run #3 which was appro:o:imalely I second
(Iypical length for gait cycles). The Kalman algorithm showed a decrease in performance
over the three runs. For the longer periods of prediction (greater than I second), the Kalman
predictor was used wilh the angle component model. The angle component model was used
[0 check the predictor matches against and inlemal physical model and make corrections as
necessary. These techniques were successful in accomplishing the objective, i.e. the tracking
of markers and predicting their mOlion when the markers were out of view of the vision
system. set out by this study.
Considering the results, especiaJly run #3, it is proposed that these techniques can be applied
to lower limb gall studies to match image coordinates and reconstruct 3D coordinates from
camera image data, match markers to their corresponding tracks, predict the gait, and make
connet:lions between disjointed tracks. The matching algorithm should be useful in lower
limb studies because the markers are generally placed sufficienlly far apan that the regions
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of acceptance wjlJ not overlap until after many steps of prediction. The ne:.. t section wili list
the conclusions established from th~ above studies and gr.e some recommend:ltlons ior
impro\"emenl~ in the study and possible areas of future research
5.1 Conclusions
This study has shown several interesting results
Since the update 0:" the iilter variables is linear. It ::> good ior p!edlCliOn of ~ompkx
motion only for briei periods of motion. rn the lest ;-ur.s used to \"enfy L'1e ~gon:.hm..
the Kalman filter accurately predicted the general motion ior approxll...ateiy "3 of.J.
:>econd"
Though the Kalman predictor cannOt accurately predicllhe motlon or" the markerE
when they are Out oi view of the vision :>~"'Stem. the predictor With the simple
constraint matChing algorithm. consisting oithe Region oi Acceptance IRQA"1 and
the distance to the center of the ROA cOnstrainlS. is \"ery good at marching markers
to uacks after they have been OUt of \iew for o'"er one second. depending on the type
of motion. As noted in Chapter 4. the algorithm was excellent at matching markers
to lheir tnlCks especially when only one marker was missing" L. nm:>: I L'te predictor
correctly mau:bed the disjointed traCks for all siDgJe marker missing lests. [n runs #1
and #3. the mate.bing passed until the 1% seconds and 1 second marks. respectively.
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positions of markers.
Currently the motion model algorithm knows where it is in the limb cycle and this
makes the comparison between the predicted points and the motion model relatively
simple. To generalize the algorithm an automat.:d algorithm to match a predicted
position to a speclfic position in a limb cycle would be an asset.
The forward Kalman predictor was used to simulate an intuitive approach. i.':
the motion was occurring in a forward direction. it made sense co predict it in the
same dirtttion. However. since the analysis is not done al real·time. backward and
also forward predictions are possible and lhis would require some reworking of the
predictor equations. bUl a possible advantage may Ix lhat the prediction would only
run for half of lhe interval when the marker is missing, i.e.. the forward prediction
and bad...ward. prediction would start allhe two ends of the interval and meet in the
middle.
Identification of specific events during lhe gait cycle would be an asset. This would
help in traCking and making compal'isons of the time length of these events.
Since gait is periodic. a study of its frequency and harmonics may help characterize
different facets of motion and diseases. An exhaustive literature search on the topic
provided no infonnatioo.
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The performance degraded when two markers were mi~sing. For the first two runs
the matching with two missing markers was excellent, all tests passed for mn #1 and
all but the last two passed for run #2. However, with run #3, the slightly faster
motion of markers and closer proximity 10 each other caused the matching to fail at
the 1/3 second mark.
The addition of a physical motion model, the angle component model. helped to aid
the Kalman prediction/matching algorithm in predicting the motion over the periods
tested. The addition of this model 10 the Kalman predictor/matching routine enabled
the software to predict the motion of the markers accurately. This showed that the
motion model was an excellent aid in the prediction of complex motion of limbs
when the markers placed on them disappear from the view of the vision system.
5.2 Recommendations
For matching between cameras, the use of color coded markers, different shape
markers, banks of markers, or reflective strips along the axis of the limbs may
enhance the tracking capabilities of a vision system.
In improving the motion model, one could use the angle models that are standardized
in hospitals. This was not dOOle because it was determined that the angle graphs by
themselves did not contain enough information to back calculate the expected
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ApPENDIX A
PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCES
A.I Letter of Request
Fromjoshua@tera.engr.mun.caWe:dNov 13 11:57:43 1996
Date: Tue. 10 Sep 1996 11:00:37 -o230(NDTI
From: Joshua Swamidas <joshua@tc:ra.engr.mun.ca>
To: Multiple recipientS of lisI BIOMCH·L <8IOMCH·L@lNIC.5URFNET.:-iL>
SUbject: Summary - Missing Markers
Helloal!.
[ would like to apologize for me tardiness of this summary and I'd like 10 thank all of you '....ho took
the: time to help me. The infonnation was very helpful.
Elm Ilersisthe message that (had senF
I'm a masll~:(s student who is working in the:;u-ea of gait. [have access to datJ. from a multi-carnera
vision S)'SlCm. I am looking iOla the problem of missing markers and the ability to track them and
predict their pam while they are oul of view of the vision systems. [ha~ come across some
interesting techniques.
Unfortunately. I haven't been able to find out how big dlis missing marker problem really is. I
understand that as long as the marl:.ers placed in the analomical sites are ~iewed by any two :::J.meras
the 3D positions of these markers can be calculated. However. in ca:;e ofpalhological gait. the use
of canes, wall:.ers, wall:..ing pauem, etc.. can cause the marl:.er to be obstructed from view of the
cameras. I haven't been able to find any information to show if this really is a problem other than the
wocds of a few people who work in gail laboratories.
In many of the vision systems, when the vision system loses sight of the matlcers the uacl:.s of the
marker paths become disjointed. Generally the user has !lad toconnect me diSjointed uacks manually.
Is there softw~ that mal:.es these connections automariC:J.lly? If so how do they do it?
Finally, in the prediction of motion, I have narrowed my search to using motion models of those limbs.
An: there better techniques, esp. for paIhological gait?
A.2 Grouping of responses
MISSlNG MARKERS:
Penaining 10 the problem of missing markers, it seems that almost everyone agreed that it was a
problem (10 varying degrees of seriousness). The best solution, as one person said, is to make sue the
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problem does not occur and this could be done by: incTI!USlOg Illc number oi cameras ,·iewlOg the
tracking negion; using non-camera methods of traCking such as magnetic lrackingll]: careiully
choosing a marker set Ihal would stay in view despile obslTUctions. TOlations. etc.; and using special
assistive devices thaI minimize interefereoce wilh the cameras [2].
PREDICTING MARKERS AND CONNECTING DISJOINTED TRACKS;
As foc actually filling in !he gaps using software. I have broken this down into two separate sections:
the first one deals with comments from individuals and the second would be Ihe companies that
specialize in motion analysis' hardware and software such as VICON..Ariel Dyanmics. Inc..
QUALYSIS. Peak Performance Technologies, and Elile rBTS)
The techniques are listed in poinl fonn and the reference number auacheU to it is based on the order
of the email responses which are concatenated to the end of this summary. The iollowing is a lisl of
techniques and algonthms:
Join missing gaps using spline funclions (tubic or quimic) {I]. It may nO[ be very accurate
over large gaps. Cheng cautions thaI some kind of human lIlvolvmenl l~ usually necessary
when using ,·isualsystems.
Usillg a proxy marker to provide an offset-recording [2.3] of lhe marker that consislemly
disappears from view. This proxy matkercan then be used 10 infer the posilion ofille missing
marker.
For short isolated gaps, using a suaight line or polynomial algoriihm works well [3]
Extrapolale along a straight line belWeen IWO marlcers [3]. For example. if you have trouble
seeing an ankle marker. pul twO markers on the lower leg. so thaI ihe ankle is funher along
ihe suaight line drawn between the tWp markers.
For constructing analytical models for analysis [3] some papers 10 consult are:
Quantitati\"e analysis of human movement synergies: ConSlrtJcllve pattern analysis for gait.
CD. Mah. M. Hulliger. R.G. Lee and 1.0. Callaghan. Journal of Motor Behaviour. :!6.
83-102.1994.
Qualitative analysis lechniqucs for human movement: finding rnultivriate pallems In large
data sets. in M. Whitten and DJ. Vincellt. eds.
Computational Medicine, Public Healih. and BiOlechnology: Building a man in the
machine. Part n. pp. 1056-1069. World Scientific Press. 1996
Curve filling alogriihms are fine for small gap sizes (10 frames) [4]
I( the general fonns of a specific movement are known. ihc:n a tracking algorithm can be
wrinen for a Ihis specific problem (5].
3 markers uniquely define a segmen(s location and orientation in space. If a 4ih marker is
used, the redundancy could be used 10 calculate a missing marker. Some pros and cons of ihis
technique are discussed in email [6].
lfthedista.nces between ih~ mari:ers on asegmenl are known and ihe loc;ation 0(1110'0 o(lhe
marker an: known, the location of the third marker can be constrained to a small area. This
might be used in conjunction with a interpolative procedure to give a better estimate of
location [6].
lfihedata. is cyclical. it may be possible 10 ~guess" where a reasonable location o(the marker
might be based on where it was one period before or after the inslanI(6]. However. in gait
analysis cases where an assistive device obsuuas the camera view ihey tend 10 happen in ihe
same potion o(each stride [8].
For path mau;hing. sometimes paths can be easily identified by some unique characteristic of
meir location [61 such as a marker on the upper pan of the body would have greater values
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in the: height coortlinaleS.
Using direction and velocity to help idenlify possible p:lth matches (61. This will work well
if the gaps aTe shoo and there are no sudden revers:tls in direction of the: marter.
Again fOl path marching. using a marker path reconstruction Iethnique 10 reconstruCt:t path
and match ilia an observed path (61.
Qlher useful papen[91:
• Ball. KA. and PiefT)"l\owslri. M.R. (1991). WalkTraJc; Automated analysis of 3D
lcinenwic dal3 flVm video systems. Proceedingsof Intemational Symposlum on 3D
Analysis of Human Movemenl. RmMeeling. 28-31 Jolly. Monlrcal. Quebec. CaNcb.. 6-9.
Papcn on rigid body kinematics:
Ball. K..A. and Pimynowski, M.R. (1995). Estimallon o(si;zdegm::ol' (reedom ripi body
segrne'!u mOlion (rom two dimensional dala. Human Movement SCience. I~. 139-1 S.l
• Ball. K.A. and Pimynowski, M.R. (1996). Classifie:uionofetroni in iocaIing a rigid body.
Journal o( Biomechanics. Any day now (September).
Ttw; rallowing ;s a Ijg ofllJc cgmpanies and a brief cgmnx;O! go their soflware
Qualysis (S~n &. USA) [101 who manufaetures the MacRefle.'1 Malian Measurement Systems for
the: Macintosh or PC computers gave me information on how they track the markers and what they do
for prediction of the missing markers. In handling the tracking of markers. the Qualysis software
elmtpolation ofthc: marker movements are carried out to approlimate the nell position of the marker.
This exuapolation helps the tracker to look in the right place when looking for the nexi position or the
marter. In situations where the: adding of extra cameras will nOI help solve the marker
oul-of-view-or-e;ameras problems, !he opemor can run the traeking manually or run the traelting
scparalely for differenl scgmenu of moIion S19red in a file. Since the tr;ll;lring can be run both
forwards and bad,wards in the file, a point wilh missing rnariccrs can be approadIed and tracked from
bothdircaions. A user of this IOftware (E-mail Comspondcnce.Zhang. I996) commented thal .....hen
Ihe discontinuities were 190 IarJc the filling in of gaps did DOl wOlk well.
Peak Performance Tee;hnologies. Inc. (Englewood. CO. USA). says that !heir latest software (111
allows the uscrto connect the gaps manually by connecting points. semi-automatically by allowing
me: USCf 10 run different algorithms, 01" aul9mlltic:a.lly by allowing the USCf 10 set scveral tracking
panmetets. Aceording 10 the engineer. while much las been done using brute forre rrwhematical
uuapolation and interpolat:ion. a1011g with more camerts, to llIXUrately fill in missing dala. there is
still plettI)' of room for improvement. Especially in the iIreaS of llSing fewer cameras with sofi~ or
hardware that is smart enough to fill in biggu and bigger gaps in !he data.
The ELITE system by BiOl:nginec.ring Technology &t Systems (Milano. Italy) primary products
include: EJ.J1Eplus (Three-dimensional motian package), ELICLOOC (Clinical gait analysis).
TELEMG (Dynamic elecuomyography with no limitations on subject motion). GAITemg
(ldentificat:ian of muscle aaivil)' in walking). PcVect (Analysis of ground reaction forces). etc. The
Elite software provides interpolation to handle relatively soon gaps.
According 10 thc founder and Senio, Vice President of Malion Analysis Corporation. [12J
pathological gait motion is difficult 10 teaelc. They have software. the Track Mender. which loaks at
thecootinuityof3D path segments and wlomatically joins them iflhey are no morclhan a few frames
apart. Another teehnique used by !heir software is to allow the user 10 manually spline across Ihe
pp'.
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SubjeCt:MarkeroostniClion gajlanlaysis
Dear Joshua.
Chris Mah from our gail lab will send you a more compreh<:nsive reply_ There is Iherefcre no need
10 include this one in your summary. Al any roue. wh<:n you ;;ompos<: your summary. you would do
the community a service by submitting a g<:nuine digest. summanzing ma.in points u1t:malically and
regrouping the various e1emnts from differem replies accordingly. ralher than merely ~ppending poorly
cor-relm.:d and hetero-genous replies in incoming order. as we :i.:e so oflen in In<: debales going on in
this forum.
Marker obstruction often is a genuine problem. even in normal galt: wilh a IWO ;;ameld SYSlem ann
movements obscure hip mark.:" quite regularly and predictably_ The Elile software we are using
provides interpolation software 10 handle relatively shon g~ps. In addition. we are using .::I "tail"
.::Ittaehed to th<: subjecfs lOWer back. to gel an offset-~ording of hip marker coordinales lin crude
:JPproltimation). You may wanllO consult Mah et al .• Journal of :vl.olor Behaviour 26. 33-102. 1994
With multi-eamera systems (Vicon IS going up 10 7. 'understand) this problem ~ppears 10 be reduced
in rnagnituck.
The abo"': problems arc <:xaceroalcd in the conditions you lis!. Can<:s and walkers indeed cause
additional loss of marker infOlmalion. For our wort with cerebral palsy patienls w<: have conslructed
a special walker to minimize such int<:rference. For patients using canes. we u~ parallel bars to
provide suppon (on the side rernOl:e to lh<: camer:lS).
I hope chis helps a bit. Chris Mah will reply more <:xt<:nsiv<:ly.
You might want 10 visit the Jab 10 gel some firsl hand experience.
Yours.
Manuel Hulliger. D.Phil.
Department of Clinical Neurosciences. Faculty of Medicine
University of Calgary. 3330 Hospital Drive N. W.
C1Igary. Albena, Canada TIn 4Nl
Pltone: 403-22Q.6216 (Ellen Wong Phone: 403-220-8389]
Fax.: 403-283·8770 [Secretary Fax: 403-283-87311
E_mail:manuel@cns.ucalgary.caormhulligc@acs.uca1gary.ca
www: http://www.cns.ucalgary.calpeoplelhulliger.html
[3] Email from Chris Mah:
This is an informative email about the seriousness of the problem. Christ mentions lila! the best
solution for ths problem is nOl: to h:ave the problem. But in cases that this cannot be avoided he
dicusses some teChniques that can be used. He also provided !wo useful references in discussion of
pathological gait.
From cmah@cns.ucalgary.caMonSep 9 11:30:12 1996
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Dale: Wed. 28 AuI'! 1996 17:~i:17 .0230
From: Chris Matt ~mah@cns.uC3.l!3f'l'·.ca>
To: joshua@engr.mun.ca.manuel@cnsI5.cns.ucalgary.ca.
cmah@cnsI5.cns.ucalgary.ca
Subject: missingmark.er'-i
Dear Joshua:
Despite ....hal some people may lell you. me problem of Tr.ISSlng marl:er'-i IS a senous cne.
When data are missing, there is no good way 10 rectify me problem. because any method :'-00 U~
in,'ol,-es cons[llJcung eslirrwes of dau you dom ha,·c. For highly palholO!ip.::al g~llS. :: mol} .xClll
unpredictably andofien_ Clt::vct" mcUlods 10 replace f1Ussmg data are usually not worth the er.cr:. and
onl~' make maner'-i w~.
Sow firslline of ckiern:c: against missing marL:ers IS nO{ to r.a'e me problem. Thls;l)U1\i
having more cameras if possible. to Increase die probability mal al least twO can S~ them ~jl. In
addilion. ~Du need 10 think aboul simphi~ing ~-our data collection prOiocollifthat Ii ac.::e!)(ablel 5.::0
mal the missing marker problem doe-s no:. occur.
Ha,ing said mls. there~ different degrees of i<:nousness ior mls problem. t,\nen mere IS
a shon (sa~' < lOOms). Isolale'd gap. in the sense thaI there is a strt':tch of good data on ellher IIU of
il. the:e is no problem tilling In the gap \4ith J. stt:aigtlt line or poJ:-T1omiaJ a.Igomhrn_ \\ner. there aTe
longer gaps. or stuttering intervals of ffilssing data il is helpful to have so;ne kmd of pnny marL:er
which might allow you 10 infer the position of the missing mmer
We often Ita'·e thiS problem with the hip during ~alttaJ 'iew recortlings of nonr.al walking.
becausc il is covered by the hand during normal arm swing. To deal with the problem ",e ha'e our
Sllbects wear a !all pteee of 10· 15 cm in length a£Ial:hed ngldiy 10 a bell. This rerr.ams m '·.e'"" ....-hen
thehipisco'·ered.:~ssumir.gthatthesubjectSa.rewaiJongm.:1straighthne.therelsaii:l:e<1spiUlal
relalionshlp bel,",een the hip matter and the wI. and the pos!lior. of the nip dunng relan"ely short
gaps (say 500ms) can be inferred.
:~ slightly differenl. bul relaled~ (....-ttich I can su~<>esl 001 ha...e nO{ actually el:1ployee I
is 10 exuapolaJe along a Stnlght line between twO rr.arkus. For example. d you ha'-e ttOtible seeing
an ankle marker, pul lWO marb::r'-i on the lower leg. so lhaJ. the ankle :s ,say IOCm J further along ;!
straight line dr-a\411 between the twO marters.
As far as your analytical problem goes. the best teehnique depends on ""hal SClenuik question
you wanllOask. However. if you are interesl£d in unpredictable pathological gall. you may want 10
take a look. al our methods papers.
Quantilati\'e anal~-sis of human movemenl s~"nef"gies; cQnStrtlcti,e pattern analysis for gall
(1994). CD. Mail. M. Hulliger. RG. Lee and L O·Callaghan. Journal of motor beha'ior.16.
83·102.
2. Quantiuu:ive Aoalysis Techniques for Human Movemen!: Finding ~'1ulti...anate Patterns in
Large Dam Sets C.D. Mah. M. Hullige:r. RG. Lee and I. O·CaIIaghan. In ~1. WilIrn and D
J. Vincent. eds. Compwarionai Medicine. Public Health. and Biou:dinotog)": Building a Man
in the Machine. Pann. pp.I056-1069. World Scientific Prc:ss.1996
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I hope you find this helpful.
Chris~lah
[41 Email from Bill Keeu+
Mr. Keezel mentions some packages that will interpolate missing gaps In d:lta. He ~~~ thai .... ,ll small
gaps and slow moving subjects curve fining is an acceplabk method ior appro.'umallng the gaps
From lSrllgait@i:t:.netcom.comMon Sep 9 II :30:09 1996
Dale: Wed. 28 .~ug 1996 li:1:03 -0230
From: TSRH Gait Lab <tsrtlnit@i:\.neteom.com>
To: IoshuaSwamidas <:josh';a@engr.mun.ca>
Subjecl: Re: Some Help please· gait anlaysis
Hello Joshua.
Yes. ~areafewsoftwarepackages outthcre that Will ;n~rpola~overthosemissing gaps in your
trajeclory infonnation. However. the accuracy of interpolation IS limltoo by me gap size and the
subjea's walKing velocity. Also. the applications fm thinKing oi utilize C3D files fur evaluating a
subjea's kinetics and Kinematics. So. what software are you usmg ior ~our dala reductlon and whal
is Ihe range of your gap sizes of missing daIa?
[f your gap size is .....ilhin 10 frames for a camera system collecting :1160hz and a slow moving
'WalKing) subject. then curve fitting is an acceptable method ior approximaling that gap. There are
three applications that we utilize in our lab for interpolating: O"er gaps: AMASSiAd~h Mouon
.~nalysisSoftware System). Vicon Clinical Manager rOxford ~letrics). and EVE"'"TS rde"eloped at
the NIH. contact Steven Stanhope at sSlanhop@cc.nih.gov ior mo~ deL1Jlsl
Looking forward 10 your reply.
Bill Keezel
:.smgail@ix.netcom.com
Texas Scottish Rite Hospital Gail Lab
ph (214)5S9-7SSO
TSRHGAIT@i:t:.neteom.com
[5] Email from Xudong Zhang:
He mentions that if one has an idea of Specific motion profiles then. one can deH:!Op curve fitting
methods to fill in gaps.
Date: Wed. 28 Aug 1996 13:20:28 -0230
From: Xudong Zhang <:xu<long@umieh.edu>
To: JoshuaSwamidas <joshua@engr.mun.ca>
Subject Re: Some Help please. gait anlaysis
Hi Joshua.
I have some experience with the MacReflex system. That. system pfO\ides some capability of filling
the drop-oulS. However. when the discontinuity is 100 seve~. (i.e.. missing for a luge number of
consecutive frames). the fillipg does not work well Also. il does nOt eXtrapOlate. I would imagine
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problems calculating centers of rotation from marker data.
2. If the distances between mree markers on a segmem are known. and the localion of ::! of these
marke~ are known. cI1e location of me 3rd marker is constrained 10 a circle. This might be used in
conjunction with an interpolative procedure to provide a bener estimale of the marker's location. It
could also be used where the marker is only seen by one: camera. One: came:r:!. vie:w consuains the:
marker 10 be on a line:. The intersection of the line and circle could pro,·ide: the: location
3. If the data is cyclical it may be possible: to *guess' whe:n::a reasonable localion for the marke:r might
be based on where it and the other twO marke:rs were: at one period before or afte:r the instant the:
marker is missing.
[think the joining of marker segments is a much mort: complex and time consuming problem and well
deserves addressing. My guess is that there will not be a single algorithm that will work well in
matching disjointed marker paths. I've nooced that in doing it manually I use a variety of techniques
10 solve: the problem quickly. I think the beSt a!lproach would combine these techniques and then use
some son of artificial imelligence 10 make a "beSt guess" at which path belongs to which. Some of
the techniques you might want to consider for path matching are below
Path Malching
I. Sometimes paths can be easily identified by some unique characteristic of lhe:ir location. For
instance. in our lab. superior markers on a sUbject will always have a grc:iller Z coordinate than inferior
markers. Left sided markers will always have greater Y values. Ame:riorse:gment marke~ will have
greater X values. although this may nO( be U1Je foc marke~ on the lower extremities as one foot passes
the other. This will in general be true for all of our gait analyses. however. in other activities it may
n01 be true Oil all (e.g. high jump or back nip). Ideally. your algorithm will be more useful if it is
applicable to any activity. nOljuSt gait.
::!. Generally when a mmer is lost and then picked up again the drop out will be for a shon period
ofume. The direction and velocity of me IWO paths will tend to "point" 10 each other in each of me
3 dimensions if they are really one: path. This may net be true however if there are sudden revers.als
in direction of the marker.
3. If you can recOOSU1Jet the marlcer posiuon using some of the lechniques above. )'OU should be able
to use that information to find where a mar1cer should be. If you have a data segmem that is similar
tome reconsU1Jction. it may be a mateh.
My opiniOll is that for the mmer reconstruction algorithm and the data matching to be really useful
it should be applicable to many activities and make as lirue assumptions about lab coordinates and
how the data is ·supposed·' to look as possible. Ideally the algorithm would be sman enough to make
some generalizations about the data from the data ilSelf and not depend on a homan lelling it what
assumptions to make. I also think the~ will be a need for some human oversight of the aIgorithm·s
actions to correct mistakes it will make. This is a project that I think is very wonhwhile and would
save a lot of time should you develop an algorithm that worked well. I would be very imerested in
hearing of other responses and hearing of any progress you make.
Good Luck.
.6.
Kenneth S. Olree:. MS
BJC Human Pe:rfonnance: Labor.uory phone:: (314)4S-l-759:!
Barnes-Jewish and St. Louis f;u; : (314) ~~-5500
Children's Hospitals
4555 Fcesl Part. Parlr:way I.olree:@roadrunne:r.eatene:t.CXl
SL Louis, M06]108, USA
(71 Email from AI Hof:
Mr. Hof also confirms lhal with his ELITE system !he missing marte~~ a big problem.
Date:: Thu, 29 Aug 1996 06:09:57 ..()?.JO
From: ~A.LHOr <a.1.ho(@med.Ng.nl>
To: Joshua SW3midas <joshuaOengr.mun.c3>
Subject: Re: Some Help please· gan anlaysis
Do:arJoshua..
> been able to find any in(onnation 10 show i(this really is a problem
> other than the words of a few people who work in gail laboratories.
I am worlcing. sometimes. with !he ELITE system, a version of some 5 years old. ~1issing marke~
are really a big problem then::: when they are missing for more than a few fr.unes, the: processing does
not go furthc:r. Manualcorrec:tionise\"en not possible.
With twocame:ra's all !he time: bach cameras should \'tc:w all marlr:e~. This is really a big problem
in any kind of re:aJ·worId moveme:nl. Some: people: hen:: tried 10 gel d~ fOf the arm mO\<eme:nts from
crawling babies. This was ,"ery discoun:ging.
> In many of the vision s~rns. when lhe: vision system ~s sight of the
> marte:ts the uacks of the: marlter pulls be:comc:disjointe:d. Generally die
> user has had to connect the: disjoinred U2Cks manually. !s there softwan::
> that mak~ these connections aulOlTWica.lly? If so how do they do i,?
Panoflhe solution would be a set-up with more: than 1WOcame:taS. in which foreadl marter-data from
those: ,wo cameras are: used mat have: lhe: best view on thai parricular marter.
I ;un very intereslCd in L'-c: ~ponses. Particularly I would like: 10 know whether any of the:
manu(al:OJIUS has solutions forthis problem. Free: software: would be even mon: handy. ofcounc.,
Greetings,
AtHor
Department of Medical Physiology
University of Groningen
Bloe:msingd 10
NL-9712 KZ GRONINGEN, The: Netherlands
Phone: (] 1).50 ]6]2645
Fax: (] I) 50 ]63275 I
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{SI Email from Mark Geil:
He comments that interpolation is made easier when the missing marker informalion can be copied
from a different stride (cycle) of me same trial. Howe\'er when using assiSlive devices in pathological
gait usually the marker is missing for me same portion of each gait cycl¢.
Dale: Thu, 29 Aug 19% 11:02:59..0230
From: "Mark D. Geil" <Geil.l@osu.¢du>
To:joshua@tern.engT.mun,ca
SUbjecl:MissingMarken
Regarding your question on Biomch·L.
You are correct in your mought mat assistive de\'ices common with pamological gal[ can result in
missing marke~. This presents a problem. because tile marker in question is usually missmg for the
same ponion of each gait cycle. Interpolalion is made easier when the missing marker informalion
can be: copied from a different saide of tile same aia.!. Howevc:r. when a crotch or walker obstructs a
camera's view of a mari;e. it Iypicallydoes this at me same portion of ¢ach stride, VICO~~s software
will perform interpolation as pan of the A..'vtASS package upon marker identification or as part of the
Vicon Clinical Manager package upon processing gait cycles.
Besl wishes,
MarkGeil
Ohio State Unive~ityGait Analysis Labo11l.10ry, Columbus. Ohio
(614) 293-4832
(91 Email from Kevin Arthur Ball:
Mr. Ball writeS mal the missing marker problem is preuy serious. He provides some references
for me automated analysis of gait and for rigid body kinematics (which [found useful).
Dale: Fri. 30 Aug 19% 11:25:21 ..0230
From: Kevin Arthur BaH <BALL@phe.utoronto.ca.>
To: Joshua Swamidas <joshua@engr.mun.ca.>.joshua@engr.mun.ca
Subjecl: Re: Some Help please - gait anlaysis
Hello Joshua
First some comments about your email. You have wriucn mat "you are a mOlters student", I assume
by this thaI you are concerned with all that maners! In Ihe future I would suggest that you drop this
prefix altogether. Your question can stand on its own, and it is a good one.
~Iam looking into the problem of missing markers and the ability to track them and predicltheir path
while they are out of view of the vision systems. l have come across some interesting techniques,
Unfortunately, 1 haven't been able 10 find out how big this missing marker problem really is."
In my estimation this problem is far mOl!: pervasive than has even been realized. Have you ever
wondered why there ale virtually no complete 3D kinematic sttldies of gail or running that includes
run-and-CU1 maneuven, roms or pirouetteS. Each would cenainly be interesting 10 study but given the
presenl state of our technology very few researchen would ever be willing 10 attempt them. Instead
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we tend to reslrict gait analysis to slraight line: walking and use as few markers as possible ..o as to
avoid 'markercollisions~
~In many of the vision sysrems. when the vision sysrem loses sighl of the markers the [r.w;ks of the
marker paths bc:come disjointed. Generally the user hal) had [0 connect the disjointed u:acks manually
Is there software thai makes these connections aUlomatically? If so how do they do itT
Some year.; ago Michael Pierrynowski and rwere working wilh a vision system similar to that which
you have described. AI Utat time we decided to cirt:umvent the vendors software. so we designed our
own system for data processing. This took the bc:ller pan of a year 10 write. It is describc:d in [he
following·
Ball. K.A. and Pkrrynowski, M.R. (1991). WaikTraJt: Automated analysis of 3D kinematic dau from
video systems. Proceedings of the Inlemational Symposium on 3D Analysis of Human Movemcm.
First Meeting, 28-31 Iuly. Montreal. Quebec. Canada. 6-9.
More recently. we have switched to an ..cliver marlter SySTem. thus our previous effortS have been
shelved as ofla[e.
If you are willing to ellplore the use of rigid body methods for kinematic measurementS. then [think
you will may find the answer for the marker drop-<)U[ problem. [ could provide a long lis! of
references for you bUI to save myself some time you will find many of these in the iollo""ing:
Ball, K.A. and Pierrynowski. M.R. (1995). Estimation of Sill degree of freedom rigid body segment
motion from TWO dimensional data. Human Movement Science. 1.$. 139-15.$
Ball. K.A. and Pierrynowski. M.R. (1996). Classification oi errors in locating a rigid body_ Journal
of Biomechanics. Any Day Now.
I hope this helps!
Byefornow,Kevin.
P.S. (hope all of you at Memorial have a good 500th annivenaty of cabot's sailing. I!:h!
Kevin Anhur Ball, B.P.H.E.• M.Sc.
Director. Bioml!:chanics Laboratory
Sport Medicine I Biomechanics Group
School of Physical and Health Education
University of Toronto
320 Huron St.
Toronto. Ontario MSS IAt. CANADA
Voice (416) 978·3196
Fax (416) 978-4384
ball@phe.utoronlo.ca
[101 Email from Hakan Johnsson, QUALYSIS:
He commented on the complications of the problem of tracking and dISCUSseS some of the rechniqucs
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ExpertVision HiRES system does provide rools fOf filling in me gaps in marker tracks. Wirh shon:
gaps of no more than a few frames a software (Trnck Mender) looks :n rhe conrinuity of the 3D math
segments (and a few other things) and automatically joins Ihe segmenls ,.l,nOlher melhod is one Ihar
involves human intervenrion 10 help draw a curve over the gap.
Date: Wed. 28 Aug 1996 14:..$4:10-0230
From: John Greaves <John.Greaves@MorionAnalysis.coTIP
To: Joshua Swamidas <joshua@engr.mun.ca>
Subject: Re: Some Help please - gait analysis
Hi Joshua.
fm John Greaves, founder and Sr. vP 011 Motion Analysis Corper-uion in California, Here are some
ways thaI our ExpertVision HiRES vicko marion capture syslem deals with the missing marker
problem you mentioned. Fil"Sl of all. gait is nOl tOO difficult 10 ·'Irack" (which mQIlS redu~tion to 3D
coordinares from the raw camera data in our parlance) in the grand scheme of what people are doing
with motion capture systems. Whar is more difficullis collecting data from IWO or three persons. e.ac:h
with 30 or 40 markers ro ace:uralely represem their limb segmenl motions. An:,way, pathological gair
we also have a lot of experience wim (the OrthoTr.lk gait analysis software has been on the market
since about 1987) and pathOlogical gait is more difficult to lracl.: than nonnal subjecls. as :,ou know
The besr solution is 10 have redundant cameras for picking up more marker positions from more
camera locations. A minimum of.:l- cameras (two for each side) is required for marleers placed around
Ihe body, although the folks ar Newington Children's hospital used 3 cameras for a long time by
designing a special marlcer set with marleeT'S only on the fronr of the body. As yoo add more cameras,
the more redundancy you have in your data collection mechanism and the iewer holes you will have
in your dara. We sell moslly 6 camera systems (roughly 3 cameras per side) for gait analysisnow, and
the data can be tracked with almost no "holes" in the 3D data sec BUT i( there arc holes, Ihe
mechanisms we have are:
l-llIe Tr.!Ck Mender, which looks ar the continuity anD path ~gmentS and aulomarically joins them
if they are no more than a few frames apart and meet some equations abour continuily in me XYZ
components and their first derivatives. If you don't like me rcsultS. you can Undo il.
2-11Ie Add buttOtl in the XYZ timc-series editor. Here you can position the mouse in a hok in each
component (X, Y and Z) and place a point. The software splines across the gap with your input and
you confinn each component separau:ly. It rums out that thc human is very good ar seeing what "looks
righC from this XYZ editor view-mllch belter man what you can ·sec" from a stick figure or 3D
spatial viewofyourdala.
Anyway. [ hope this helps. We have spent yean: refining the tools for accurate data collection,
tracking and editing and we were just at the Canadian Society o( Biomechanics meeting, but that was
on the opposite end of Canada from you
Sincerely,
John Greaves, Ph.D., Sr, Vice-President
Motion Analysis Corporation
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[131 Email fromG«lrger RoundanezIVICO:",·
Date: Fri. ~3 Aug 1996 1::37:08 -0230
From: Georges Roudanez <georges@,·i;:ons~'s.;:om>
To:joshua@engr.mun.ca
Subject: Re: mailio:georges@,'icons:>,s.com
>1 l How frequently do these holes lmissing daml occur sa:>" With J.:. 3
> ;md 5 camera s:>,stern and in Stud~lng pathalogical walk.ing~ The s~stem
> thai will be purcahsed will be used maily ....·th CF kJds;md f':'r rese3!Ch
Joshua.
This is a difficull quesuon to answer. Tho:: losl tr.tjectories occur as a resuJI ot a~r not Cel!,g ~n
b:>, arl0::3St 1: camera.s(in order to provide )(yzcoordinatesL The:norr camc:r.lS. the placement oitho:>o::
cameras and the type of nlO"'ement being measured detennine the opporttmlty to aVOid occluSIons' not
seen l1'larll:ersl..~ Simple mO\'e WIth 1....·0 cmeras being consW'ltly m ,ie.... of the mart:o::rs .. ,I! mOSt
likdyresult in no occlusions.
>2) Do you ha\'e a way of prediC"Ung the marKer motion?
The way the Vicon operates it is possible to detennine the anitciclpalo::d rn:u1.:o::r path iualo::.::tOl}'.
>3\ Does the software automatically connect disjointed mart~r u=k:s or do
> ~'ou let the operators h3ndle the connecting of incomplete IraeJ,;s.
The answe~ is yes 10 both. You may choose to have the soflwarc IBody'Bulider - a Special paclago::
mat has editing and modelling features) 3UlOmaticaJly fill gaps. delete a."Jd fill nOIse splko::s and
inl:!:rpolateorsmOOlhthedaLa.
[14] Email from Jenny Wise (Ariel):
Dr. Wiso:: comments on the genera! problem of missing markers and makes c:ommen~ on how theIr
software handles the problem. They seem to use linear extrapolauon of some kind and also some
smoolhing funaions 10 fill in the shorter gaps.
Subject.; Re: mi~iog ITlal'ter solution
Date:: Mon, 9 Sep 1996 18:25:52 -0230
From: Jeremy Wise <jwise@oitunix,oiLumasS.edlD
To: joshua@tera.engr.muD.ca
CC: ariel I @ix,nete:om.c:om
Joshua-
Dr Ariel has asked me to respond to your questions regardiog handling of incomplete Ir.lCKs ....ilh the
APAS sYStem. fIl do my besL
>\) HOVo' mquentlydo these holes {missing dala,oc:cwsay, with a:, 3
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> and:5 amera.s~m and in stud~,n! pathalogical waJltin!'~ The s~-su:m
> thai ....'11 be ptlltah50ed will be used mail~ ....1h CF kids and for teSe:uo:h ptll"f'O':iCs
Ifs ImposSIble to ~y how ofu:n thIS OCC1In because it depends ::r1Urel~ ,.,... th< X1r~·I1~ I:neer
consi&r.u:ion. GeneTaJIy the~ n:uU0fI about:1 '-emc;:;al 3.'IS the~ ot'cen ;l mar1r.:er ·"111 b«ome
ClbsoJ~.T1x InC:tt ameras one has me~ likely alkw 1 c::amens ....111 ..ec:1 marker (CO( 3..11 fr:lmC'S
If! or~~ -5tt- marteT then theso~an caJculau: the.30 coorchnau:s.
>2) Do you have a way ofpeNkung the marl=mouOfl?
The~~ictS rnarlter motion usmg :1 ~r complex sear.:h :1lgonthm. TIre: ;oc:l!lOn tnc
software starts SQrChing at IS an eltrnpotanon of the pn:\"lOU-S ! frames or pn:VlOUS frame.:1 wm.:uc
seleetabk switch. The ruson a SImple li~ el<lrapolaaOfl IS used :s because hIgher order
e:llT2polaucns are matt ermr pron<:.
>3) Docs the softw~;wtomaucaJl~'connect dISJOInted m;u1I:er traet> or,;o
:> you let the: operators handle lhe connecting of incomplete uaclo:.s.
fm notsu~ifyouarercfemnlto traCks in :Dor~onsU\JCted 3D. If you ;ue u1kJng about lhc plilnc
of the VIdeo. the software can be set to slop and flag as .\fISSC"G :lily mari:ers which the: soft ....·are
can't find. or !he software can be: configured to pause &: lei the ustr eSUm;L1(: =ker location based
on hislher observation of the: whole image. [f you an: talking about 3D. then thr: program nags an~
potnt thai cannot be 5ttn by aLleasl 2. c.amcras as .\flSSNG and will be: conslde~ as missing RAW
data. Ho e'·er. ""hen It is sl11OOlhcd. and :ncompleu: secUOflS of Q.;u;a "'Ill !le inu:rpol:1tc:d lhen
smocxhed ith the selected a.lgonthm. Whal ~ouMe asiang thc soft",uc to do IS to maJ.:e cb.u ""nere
il can't be seen be :It leasl :! camcr.l$. This IS risky buslncss.
I hope thIS helps.
Dr.!c:remyWise
DirR&D
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ApPENDIXB
FLOCK OF BIRDS PICTURE
Figure B.l Flock of Birds system
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ApPENDIXC
NOISE IN CCD IMAGES
C.I Introduction
A Ctwge Coupled Device fCCD) is an array of light-sensitive silicon cells. Each cell produo:$ ;a
signallhal is converted inlO a number ~prescn(inga pi.\t!l in {he digllal jmotgc. Tho: -5Igoa[- rcic~
(0 the number of pholons l'C1:ordcd by each cell. ldean~· each cell in the CCD-chip 15 able to del.ect
lightc~ponding toevcrything bet ....een.u:ro and 278 578 e1etlfOn:i (Willmann. 19%j. HOWe\"Cf.
all circuitry generates undesirable noise so !hat eycn if the CCO camera is placed in il no light
environment the pixel values .....ould vary unpredictably. Since this lOlIldom part of me signal cannOl:
be reproduced in any way. il can never be removed from the sign.3l. By definition. this unpredictable
variation is noise. This and Other soun;es of noise~ classified into four categories which are. for the
most pan. independent of each Other and combine to degrade: lhe muge quality
Readout noQ. When the .lCCumula1ed dw"ges are shifted on the CCD chip. electrons may be ~ft
behind or may jump ahead; these n~ons together with noise from !he pre-amplifier are eaJlecl
readoul noise. This can be rulu~ but nc;M removed comt*lely.
Dark count. Even in the absence of light. electrons accumuWc in a CCO. and this Signal is
indistinguishable from one: prodJJc:ed by light. The t3te ill which this dari;: count is produc:J:d decrcues
as the temperature of the CCO decreases. II is even possible [0 measure and~I for the mean
value of !he dark count. but the noise component of the current cannot be removed.
a.ckground noise. Light pollution from background SOO!'CeS conttibutes 10 the signal collecled by
a CCD. The process of a photon striking a CCD does I'IOl: guarantee thill it will produce a coont This
is due to the quanlUm natlJre of light (not discussed here). The photon detection event is considered
10 be a Poisson event (Newberry. 19%). The swistical nature of photOll counting makes the euct
value of the signal uncertain. Because this background adds photons. and because all photon
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measurements have an inherent uncertainty. it is difticull to remove it from the signal. There an: .....ays
of reducing. but not completely eliminating background noiSC'
Processing noisl;o. Basic image processing such as using filters or ~ubtractingdark frames involves
combining uncertain numbers with other uncertain numbers on a pixcl-by-pixcl basis. This rcstdts
in an increase in the amount of noise in each pilotel.
C.2 Experiment
The innicacies of the camera were not considererl in the thesis since;] model camera was calculated
and used. However. in order to test the Epipolar matching and 3D reconstruction algorithms. a routine
was written to simulate a circle target on a camera image plane at a panicular loca.tion and white noise
was added to simulate the uncenaimies in the measurement and the .:rror (R..\1S) in pixels .....as
calculated.
The target was created using a Gaussian disuibution curve with varying ~'arianees to simulate varying
reflection coefficients of spherical markers. The sizes ofmrget were used by specifying a radius from
the center of the distribution. The larget size that was tested rep~nted approximately 1% of the total
size of the CCD grid. The target was placed in an arbitrary location on the grid and the white noise
was added. The percentage of white noise added to test the aJ£orilhms were 5. 10 :md Sf) percent of
the aclual signal intnsities
Two techniques were used to determine the center of the taJ'get. The firsl technique. the centroid
method, calcula1ed the center of mass of the whole image and assumed thai the noise was low enough
to nO( affect theccnterofthe targeL TIle second technique used. the edge detection method. used the
centroid methcx1 to find the approximate location of the w-get and refined the center values by
calculating the edge vectors along the surrounding areas and finding the center point of those edges.
Tables C.I shows the R.".1S error values of the calculated pixel \'a!ues from the expected locations.
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I 'it SileTarget
5~ErJOI'" '0'> Em>< 1{}'i,Error
VM TYI"
Centroid \.288 1.3Q:l 1.984 1.967 1.623 2.609
Edge G.OOS 0.005 0.104 0.0963 0.241 0.3317
Centroid 1.1&4 1.119 1.839 1.802 1...52 1...59
10
Edge 0.004 0_003 0.008 0.007 0.027 0.022
C.:ntroid 1.11 1.111 1.732 1.757 1..107 1.555
'0
Edge 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.005 0.Q3 0.011
TableC.l RMS values of the 1% CII'C!e largel
The table shows an increase: in the RMS values as the error incr.:ases. The error (rom the centroid
method was larger than the edge detection method. This was eltpccted sinee the edge detection
method used the centroid location as the starting point for delennining the re.1I center poin!. One other
trend to note is that theelTOrdecreases ilS the variance incre:lSeS. This was also eltpl:Cled because the
larger \'ariance meant a wide Gaussian cUI"\'e and therefore a more flal target.
1heedge detection cnuy with variance of 10 in Table C.I was chosen to be used in detcnnining the
successes of the epipolar and I=OnSU1Jction ~gorilhms.
References:
Newberry, M. v. (1996). Th~SiJnaLtoNoist Conn~ajon. CCD Astronomy. Summer 1994
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ApPENDIXD
ARIEL WEB PAGE EXCERPTS
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•:.. Arid Dy.am;" W.rldwid,
I. '".. .. Oatia.,R.,r~U~ry
The Ariel Performance Analysis System
Three Dimensional Video Analysis foro Orthopedic Evaluation
The Aric'! PmOl'tlWlCC Analysis S~lem (APAS), tIK wotId'. mas:I ad-.no:cd computcnzc:d sysmn tOr ttlc SlI>lil' "ihu.....n mo_-ernenl. otTen
~l;OIT1pn:hellSlvcd!"W"lcSllldyorpeti<:nlperformanc:c_Thcdalag&U1ed fromlhcscllUdiescanasdlhc<><thogedoo;physocunbvq"""n~lng
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